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ABSTRACT
This study aims to analyze phenomena of language and mind under
psycholinguistic approach. The researcher takes schizophrenia as the main topic.
In this research, there are two objectives: (1) to identify kinds of symptoms of
schizophrenia represented by a schizophrenic sufferer, Cole Sear in The Sixth
Sense movie; and (2) to classify the types of schizophrenia based on the
symptoms shown by Cole in The Sixth Sense movie.
This research applied the qualitative method with the researcher as the
main instrument and data sheet as the secondary instrument. The data of this
research were in the form of utterances spoken by Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense
movie. The data were collected by watching the film, checking the dialogue in the
script, and transferred the relevant data into a table. Theory and researcher
triangulations were applied to enhance the trustworthiness of the data.
The findings reveal 29 data. Among eight symptoms of schizophrenia,
Cole experiences four items. They are poverty of speech (PoS), weakening of goal
(WG), peculiar use of words (PW), and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic
(PL). The first most-often appearing symptom is non-logical reasoning or peculiar
logic. It occurs 16 times from the total 29 (55.17%) occurrences. This symptom
becomes the dominant symptom. Following non-logical reasoning or peculiar
logic, as the second most appearing symptom, there are poverty of speech and
weakening of goal. They have the same occurrence; each of them appears 6 times
with the percentage of 20.69%. The last rank is the symptoms of peculiar use of
words which occurs once or 3.45%. According to the symptoms of schizophrenia,
the researcher classifies the types of schizophrenia. Different types of
schizophrenia are defined according to the most significant and predominant
characteristics which are presented in each person at each point in time. In the
movie The Sixth Sense, Cole as a schizophrenic sufferer does not reveal all the
types. There are two possible types of schizophrenia shown by Cole, paranoid and
disorganized type. However, according to the dominant symptoms, Cole suffers
paranoid type.
Keywords: psycholinguistics, schizophrenia, speech abnormality, The Sixth Sense
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Language is one of the important elements of human life especially in
interaction. It is a medium of delivery and distribution of information. In other words,
language is a means of communication which includes writing, gestures, and codes or
symbols. Language cannot be separated from the brain because the brain processes
language that can be produced by humans. The competence and performance of
language is one of the functions of the brain. It works as neural mechanisms.
Brain has an important role both in oral and written communication. It has
two parts: the left hemisphere and right hemisphere. They have different functions,
methodically and kinesthetically (Lacombe, 2014: par. 1-2). The left brain thinks
methodically, organizes and categorizes information from the environment. It is in
contrast with the right brain which thinks holistically in pictures. The right brain
learns something kinesthetically It means that the right brain acquires information
through movement of its large or gross motor muscles. The left brain focuses on
verbal communication. It processes information in an analytical and sequential way.
On the other hand, the focus of the right brain is visual communication. It processes
information in an intuitive and simultaneous way.
The right-side of the brain is best at expressive and creative tasks. Some of
the abilities popularly associated with the right side of the brain include recognizing
1
2faces, expressing emotions, music, reading emotions, color, images, intuition, and
creativity. Meanwhile, the left-side of the brain is considered to be adept at tasks that
involve logic, language and analytical thinking. The left-brain is often described as
being better at language, logic, critical thinking, numbers, and reasoning (Cherry,
2014: par. 7-8).
Thus, the brain is closely related to mind. It is the most complicated part of
human being. A small breakdown will cause great difficulties both the speaker and
interlocutors. One of the most serious psychological impairments is known as
schizophrenia which severely distorts thought and action. Schizophrenics cannot use
their mind to understand the reality well because they have no master stroke or
common sense. As a result, they have impairment on language and comprehension.
Schizophrenia is a mental illness which usually strikes in late adolescence or
early adulthood, but can strike anytime in life. According to Thornicroft (2009: 409),
schizophrenia is one of the most stigmatized mental conditions. Then, Goffman
(1963: 140) explains that stigma of schizophrenia is an illuminating excursion into
situation of a person who is unable to conform to standards which society calls
normal. Generally, schizophrenia is defined as psychotic disorder marked by
delusion, hallucination, apathy, thinking abnormalities, and a split between thought
and emotion (Foster, 2003: 1). In other words, schizophrenia is a chronic, severe, and
disabling brain disease. People with schizophrenia disease often suffer terrifying
symptoms, such as hearing internal voice not heard by others, or believing that other
people are reading their minds, controlling their thought, or plotting to harm them.
3Their speech and behavior can be disorganized that they may be incomprehensible or
frightening to others. They have deficit in comprehension, production, attention, and
cerebral lateralization of language.
The fact of existence of the phenomenon is actually found common and
ordinary in people’s everyday life. However, the phenomenon does not guarantee that
people understand it well. When they see someone who acts weirdly or speaks
irregularly, they assume that he or she is mad. Hence, it is a need to give an
understanding to common people about mental illness in order that they can treat the
sufferer correctly. Many scientists explain about the mental illness. Then some
producers try to imagine it in the form of movie or television program in order to
make people easy to understand the phenomenon of mental illness. One of the
movies which expose mental illness is The Sixth Sense. It portrays the phenomenon of
schizophrenia.
The movie tells about a young boy who suffers from schizophrenia. He has
hallucination and delusion. Cole Sear is very afraid of the darkness. He feels that
many ghosts follow him and try to harm him. This situation causes him to be avoided
by his friends. They think that Cole is a freak. Finally, Dr. Malcolm tries to uncover
the ominous truth about Cole's supernatural ability. In fact, the phenomena of
hallucination and delusion are difficult to be explained since they only occur in
human thought. However, speech usually can depict such phenomena as speech can
express their thought. Thus, the researcher conducts a research about the abnormal
speech of schizophrenic sufferer. The research employs the approach of
4Psycholinguistics since shizophrenia is related to human mind. The phenomenon can
be analyzed through the speech of schizophrenic sufferer. Therefore
Psycholinguistics is the appropriate approach to be applied in this research.
B. Research Focus
A movie is believed to be a reflection of people's life. There are some stories
which are taken from reality. One of them talks about schizophrenia. The
phenomenon of schizophrenia inspires the researcher to conduct a research. Then she
selects The Sixth Sense movie as the object of the the research. The researcher focuses
on analyzing the abnormal speech of schizophrenic sufferer represented by Cole Sear
as the main character. This study uses psycholinguistic approach which deals with
language and thought. Psycholinguistics discusses the role of mind in language
processing and some disorders caused by abnormalities of brain function.
There are some aspects which can be inspected by the researcher such as the
exposure of schizophrenia. The researcher can introduce first about the schizophrenia.
Then, the researcher explains the definition of the disease, the person who can suffer
the malady, and the symptoms that indicate whether the person is suffering from
schizophrenia. Besides, the researcher can explore the factors which lead the child,
the main character in The Sixth Sense movie, to have symptoms of schizophrenia. The
factors include psychological factor and social factor. In this research, the researcher
focuses on the analyzing the symptoms of schizophrenia represented by Cole and the
types of schizophrenia based on the symptoms which are shown by the main
character in The Sixth Sense movie, Cole Sear.
5C. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the research focus, the researcher formulates the problems as
follows:
1. What the symptoms of schizophrenia are represented by a schizophrenic
character, Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense movie?
2. What are the types of schizophrenia shown by Cole in his speech?
D. Objectives of the Research
In accordance with problems above, the objectives of the study are:
1. to describe the symptoms of schizophrenia represented by a schizophrenic
character, Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense movie; and
2. to identify the types of schizophrenia shown by Cole in his speech.
E. Significance of the Research
Regarding the background and objectives, this research is expected to be
useful and bringing benefits to everybody, including the education community, public
and society both theoretically and practically. The specification of the significance of
this research is as follows:
1. Theoretical contribution
Theoretically, the result of the study will enrich the knowledge concerning
mental illness specially schizophrenia under the study of Psycholinguistics. It
will help the teacher and student understand the phenomenon of schizophrenia.
2. Practical contribution
6Practically, the result of the study will be beneficial and useful for teachers and
students who conduct the English teaching and learning process in class since
schizophrenia is one of the material of Psycholinguistics. In addition, the
research finding will be useful as informative inputs for readers to improve
their knowledge about language and mind especially mental illness of
schizophrenia. The reader will know the symptoms and types of schizophrenia.
Therefore they can give the best responses for schizophrenic sufferer.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
A. Theoretical Background
In this chapter, the researcher reviews some theories related to schizophrenia
which serve as a guide of the study. At the beginning, the researcher will describe the
theories to conduct research. They include definition of Psycholinguistics and some
terms such as: language and the brain, mental illness, and schizophrenia. In this
research, the theories focus on the symptoms and types of schizophrenia.
1. Psycholinguistics
Language is an element which cannot be separated from human life. It has a
role as a key of communication. As a means of verbal interaction, language can be
examined internally and externally. Internal study of language takes up on the internal
structures of language; they are phonology structure, morphology, syntax, and the
discourse structure. On the other hand, external study examines language based on
external factors such as: social, psychology, ethnicity, art, and so on.
Furthermore, language is one of complex problems which are not only talking
about language itself, but also how the language is produced. Language can be
processed mechanically and mentally. Mental process means that the process relates
to mental activity (brain). Therefore, in language learning, Linguistics should be
complemented with interdisciplinary study, for instance Linguistics and Psychology.
This is commonly known as Psycholinguistics.
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8According to some theories, there are definitions of Psycholinguistics. One of
them comes from Syal and Jindal (2008: 22); they assert that Psycholinguistics
studies mental processes, process of thought, and concept formation and their
articulation in language. The processes reveal the structures of both human
psychology and language.
Moreover, Cutler (2005: 1-2) defines Psycholinguistics as a discipline which
draws on multiple sources. It is simultaneously Psychology and Linguistics.
Linguistics (the scientific study of language) and Psychology (the scientific study of
human behavior and cognition) together form a new, modern scientific discipline
named Psycholinguistics. It is the study of psychological processes involved in
acquiring, understanding, producing, remembering, or storing language.
In addition, Cutler in Dressler, et al. (1992: 78) explains how language
structure relates to language use. Thus, Psycholinguists explain the mental structures
and processes involved in the use of language. They are concerned with why
language has certain universal characteristics. Besides, Psycholinguists have to
comprehend the pattern of language itself. They should pay attention on the evident
patterns of language performance and the reasons for those patterns.
According to Field (2004: ix), in psycholinguistic study, there are six major
areas (language processing, lexical storage and retrieval, language acquisition, special
circumstances, the brain and language, the acquisition and application of second
language). Language processing includes the language skill of reading, writing,
speaking and listening and the part played by memory in language. Then, lexical
9storage and retrieval learns how people store words in their mind and how people find
them when they need them. In language acquisition, infants acquire their first
language. Moreover, special circumstances talk the effects upon language such as:
deafness, blindness, being twin, and the loss of language after brain damage like
dyslexia or aphasia. The brain and language discusses where language is located in
the brain, how it evolved and whether it is a faculty that is unique to human beings.
The last area is second language acquisition and the application of it. However not all
the six areas are explored, the researcher limits the research on the brain and
language. This kind of limitation is made since this research discusses language and
abnormalities in schizophrenia.
2. Language and the Brain
Language cannot be separated from brain because there is a process to
produce language. According to Carter (2009: 36), brain is a soft white organ which
is located in the cavity of the skull. It becomes the center of the nerve. Moreover,
brain is a means of thinking.
In addition, Carter (2009: 40) explains the functions of brain. One of them is
language processing. Language processing refers to the way humans use words to
communicate idea and feeling, and how such communication is processed and
understood. Besides, language processing also examines how the brain creates and
understands language. Most recent theories consider that language processing is
carried out entirely inside the brain. Human’s brain displays a number of
physiological and structural characteristics.
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Pulvermüller (2002: 18) states in his book entitled The Neuroscience of
Language on Brain Circuits of Words and Serial Order that brain is an organ which
has a very complex structure. The functional element of brain and nervous system are
the nerve cell, or neuron. Human brain contains about 100 billions of neurons. They
communicate to each other through neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitters are
electrical signals or special chemicals which help to move electrical messages from
neuron to neuron.
Moreover, Bobick and Balaban (2008: 34) explain three main types of neuron.
The first is sensory neuron. It conducts impulses from sensory organs (eyes, ears, and
the skin) into the central nervous system. Another neuron is motor neuron. This
neutron brings impulses from the central nervous system to muscles or glands. The
last is interneuron. It is neither sensory neurons nor motor neutrons. They change
processing of information to generate complex behavior. Interneuron comprises the
majority of neutrons in the central neutrons system.
Steinberg (1993: 175-179) explains that the average weight of the human
brain ranges from 1 to 1.5 kg or 2.25 to 3.25 pounds. Brain weight increases with age,
especially at age 1 to 2 years. Brain and the spinal cord, together, make up the central
nervous system. From the top of the spine upwards are the medulla oblongata, the
pons Varolii, the cerebellum and the cerebral cortex (cerebrum). The cerebral cortex
is characterized by a division into halves, termed hemispheres, which are connected
by tissue called the corpus callosum. It is not only a connector for the hemisphere, but
also the principle integrator of the mental processes carried out in the two
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hemispheres.  The general appearance of the cerebral hemisphere as a whole is the
walnut with the two adjoined parts, mirror images of one another. Physically, they
look quite similar but they process different stimuli.
According to Steinberg (1993: 177), hemisphere function is asymmetrical.
This is most strikingly the case in humans, where the right hemisphere controls the
left side of the body and controls spatial acuity. In contrast, the left hemisphere
manages the right side of the body. It also controls abstract reasoning and physical
tasks which require a step-by-step progression. This arrangement is called
contralateral neural control. Besides, language, logical, analytical operation, and
mathematics generally occur in the left hemisphere of the brain, while the right
hemisphere is superior at recognizing emotions, recognizing faces and taking in the
structures of things globally without analysis.
In addition, Geschwind (1972: 113) explains that language processing centers
on the left side of the brain or left hemisphere. It is commonly named Broca's area
which controls speech. There are four basic factors of speech, namely: an idea, a
conventional relationship between ideas and words, conformity of motion articulation
with the words, and the use of organs articulation. If the anterior of the left
hemisphere is injured or sick, human will have deviation on articulation of speech, for
instances: speech is not clear, pronunciation is not good, sentences are
ungrammatical, and words are repeated many times.
Moreover, Amthor (2012: 321) states two areas of the brain which are
involved in processing language. They are Wernicke’s area and Broca’s area. The
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functions of Wernicke’s area are to process speech and help to extract meaning from
sentences according to grammar. Damage of Wernicke’s area causes the reduction
people’s ability to comprehend and produce meaningful speech. Meanwhile, the
function of Broca’s area is responsible for controlling speech articulators like tongue
and lips. Damage of Broca’s area causes the difficulty of people’s ability to produce
speech. Besides, the damage can reduce some aspects of speech comprehension as
well.
3. Mental Illness
Every organ in the human body has a function. However, numerous problems
can arise with each organ. A healthy person should also have a healthy mind. A
person with a healthy mind should be able to think clearly. He or she should be able
to solve the various problems faced in life. Besides, he or she should enjoy good
relations with friends, colleagues at work and family, and should feel spiritually at
ease and bring happiness to others in the community. These aspects of health can be
considered as mental health. When mental health gets problems for long periods of
time and begins to significantly change a person's daily life, it is possible that a
mental illness is developing.
Mental illness is any illness experienced by a person which affects their
emotions, thoughts or behaviour, which is out of keeping with their cultural beliefs
and personality. It produces a negative effect on their lives or the lives of their
families (Patel, 2003:3). He asserts that mental illness can be caused by brain
chemistry, genetics, and psychological and social factors.
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a. Brain Chemistry
A chemical imbalance in the brain is caused by an imbalance of
neurotransmitters which can lead to symptoms such as depression, anxiety, or stress
reactions. Biological factors can also affect the brain’s chemistry and the onset of a
mental illness.
b. Genetics
Most mental illnesses are more common among close family members, which
suggests that genetics plays a role too. In fact, humans do not inherit the illness itself.
They just inherit the tendency to get it.
c. Psychological and Social Factors
Psychological and social factors are also major contributors to mental health.
Negative experiences within family or social circle can trigger the tendency to
become mentally ill. Commonly mental illness can be caused by a traumatic life
event or situation and/or prolonged stress.
According to Hicks (2005:2), mental illness can strike anyone and has a
variety of causes. However, scientiests do not know exactly what causes of mental
illness. They agree if stress plays a role in most mental illness. When someone is
under chronic stress, this condition negatively affects his or her physical and mental
health. Chronic stress increases the risk of developing health problems including
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, cancer, and a weakened immune system. It also
affects a person’s mental health. Many studies show a correlation between stress and
the development of mood disorders such as anxiety disorders and depression.
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Another cause is generic vulnerability (Hicks, 2005:2). Scientiest consider
that generic vulnerability triggers mental illnesses. The risk of becoming ill is greater
if someone has a close relative who suffers from depression, bipolar illness,
schizophrenia, anxiety, or alcoholism. However, no specific gene has yet been
isolated that causes any of these illnesses. Even identical twins (who have a genetic
makeup) do not always develop the same mental illness unless something disturb
equilibrium.
In addition, scientists are also uncertain about which physical changes in the
brain lead to psychiatric symptoms. They have studied brain volume, hormone levels,
blood flow, and other physiological data without finding conclusive answers. The
medications that treat mental illness have complex effects on certain molecules may
cause the underlying illness. This is why psychiatrists often talk about a chemical
imbalance in the brain (Hicks, 2005:2).
According to Mental Health Association (2011: par. 1), there are five
disorders under the listing of mental illness:
a. Anxiety disorder
An anxiety disorder is a medical condition characterized by persistent,
excessive worry (Mental Health Association, 2011: par. 3). A person with an anxiety
disorder will feel distressed a lot of the time for no apparent reason. The causes are
not fully understood. It is likely that a particular anxiety disorder is a result of several
interacting factors and is affected by stressful life events and personality traits.
Anxiety disorders are classified according to the severity and duration of their
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symptoms and specific behavioral characteristics. Types of anxiety disorders include
phobias, panic attacks, post-traumatic stress disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD) and generalized anxiety disorder.
b. Mood Disorder
Mood disorder is a mental disorder which is characterized by periods of
depression, sometimes alternating with periods of elevated mood (Mental Health
Association, 2011: par. 13). People with mood disorders suffer from severe or
prolonged mood states that disrupt their daily functioning. Mood disorders include
clinical or major depression. It causes people to lose pleasure from daily life, can
complicate other medical conditions, and can even be serious enough to lead to
suicide. Another mood disorder is dysthymia. It is a form of depression that tends to
be characterized by fatigue, low energy, low self-esteem, and changes in appetite or
sleep. This mood disorder tends to be less severe than major depression. Moreover,
bipolar disorder, formerly known as “manic-depression” causes a person’s mood to
swing from excessively “high” and/or irritable to sad and hopeless, with periods of a
normal mood in between.  Other symptoms of bipolar disorder include sleep and
eating disturbances and changes in activity and energy levels.
c. Psychotic Disorders/ Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a serious brain disorder and it is characterized by a profound
disruption in cognition and emotion, affecting the most fundamental human attributes
such as language, thought, perception, affect and sense of self (Mental Health
Association, 2011: par. 30). It is believed to be caused by chemical imbalances in the
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brain that cause a variety of positive symptoms including hallucinations, delusions,
withdrawal, and incoherent speech and impaired reasoning.
d. Dementias
Dementias are characterized by a disturbance of consciousness and a change
in cognition, (including memory loss and a decline of intellectual and physical
functioning) which develops over a short period (Mental Health Association, 2011:
par. 44). These disorders include Alzheimer’s, vascular dementia, dementia due to
medical conditions, substance-induced dementia, and dementia due to a combination
of multiple factors.
e. Eating Disorders
Having an eating disorder is marked by extremes.  It is presented when a
person experiences severe disturbances in eating behavior such as extreme reduction
of food intake or extreme overeating or feelings of extreme distress or concern about
body weight or shape (Mental Health Association, 2011: par. 46). A person with an
eating disorder may have started out just eating smaller or larger amounts of food
than usual. However, at some point in time, the urge to eat is less or more spirals out
of control. Three major eating disorders are anorexia nervosa (self-starvation),
bulimia nervosa (binge eating followed by purging, fasting or excessive exercise),
and binge eating disorder (involves episodic, uncontrolled consumption of food,
without the compensatory activities such as vomiting or laxative abuse to avert
weight gain that is associated with bulimia).
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4. Schizophrenia
a. Definition of Schizophrenia
People can suffer schizophrenia at any age, but about threequarters of those
living with the illness develop it between the ages of 16 and 25. It is quite rare after
age 40. Women typically have a later onset than men. Children can also be diagnosed
with schizophrenia, though this is relatively uncommon. Scientists have yet to
discover exactly what causes schizophrenia, but they know that the brains of people
living with schizophrenia are different from normal people. Schizophrenia has
problems of brain chemistry and brain structure.
Lavretsky in Mueser and Jeste (2008: 3) elucidates the history of
Schizophrenia. The modern concept of schizophrenia is first formalized by the
German psychiatrist Émil Kraepelin (1856–1927). Kraepelin integrates contemporary
descriptions of catatonia by Kahlbaum (1863), and hebephrenia by Hecker (1871),
and his own dementia paranoia into a single disorder which has an early onset, poor
prognosis, 36 psychic symptoms, and 19 physical symptoms. Among the most
common psychic symptoms are hallucinations especially hallucination of hearing
occurring in all sensory modalities. Although Kraepelin defines dementia praecox on
the basis of the characteristic course and outcome of a cluster of symptoms and signs,
he also states that it is a disorder with a specific neuroanatomical pathology and
etiology. Then Krapelin distinguishes dementia praecox and manic–depressive
disorder. He describes one group of patients whose clinical picture is dominated by
disordered mood and who has a cyclical pattern of relapse and relative remission.
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Because of the conditions, Kraepelin calls the term manic depressive insanity.
Another group of patients has a deteriorating illness characterized by an acute onset
of psychosis in adolescence, with a prolonged course marked by profound social and
functional disability. For this condition, he calls dementia praecox.
Furthermore, the Swiss psychiatrist, Eugen Bleuler, introduces the term
schizophrenia in 1911. The term schizophrenia replaces dementia praecox. It comes
from the Greek “schizo”, to split, and “phren”, mind. Bleuler wants to emphasize a
basic split or loss of connectedness in the personality. This split can take the form of
faulty association of idea, and inappropriate expression of emotion, a detachment
from reality, or all of these. Bleuler considers schizophrenia in psychological rather
than in neuropathological terms. He chooses the name schizophrenia because it
means literally “a mind that is torn asunder”. He develops a hierarchy that
distinguishes between fundamental and accessory symptoms. Fundamental symptoms
are shared by all schizophrenia subtypes as a common endophenotype. They are
included fragmented disturbed associations, or now cognitive disturbances, psychic
schisis or split, ambivalence, cognitive features of loose associations, avolition,
inattention, autism, and incongruent features signified primary deficits for Bleuler,
whereas florid psychotic symptoms of delusions and hallucinations are
conceptualized as secondary or accessory to the core cognitive disturbances
(Lavretsky in Mueser and Jeste, 2008: 4).
In addition, Warner (2005: 3) explains that the two most common functional
psychoses are schizophrenia and bipolar affective disorder (also known as manic-
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depressive illness). Schizophrenia is a psychosis. It means a severe mental disorder in
which the person’s ability to recognize reality and his or her emotional responses,
thinking processes, judgment and ability to communicate are affected by her/his
impaired functioning. Hallucinations and delusions are common features of
psychosis.
Although schizophrenia may be associated with depression, elation or
agitation at times, it is often free of these features. Moreover, the mood is likely to be
blunted, lacking in spontaneity or incongruous. Illogical thinking is common in
schizophrenia. Auditory hallucinations may occur in either bipolar disorder or
schizophrenia, but in the latter they are more likely to be commenting on the patient’s
thoughts and actions or to be conversing one with another. Delusions can occur in
both conditions; in schizophrenia they may give the individual the sense that he or
she is being controlled by outside forces or that his or her thoughts are being
broadcast or interfered with. Both bipolar disorder and schizophrenia are most likely
to begin in late adolescence or in early adult life.
Another definition of Schizophrenia is stated by Foster (2003:1). He asserts
that schizophrenia is an imprecise diagnosis, in some ways similar to one of heart
disease or cancer. It is not a single illness but a spectrum of conditions that has
similar symptoms, a symptom complex of abnormal brain function. It consists of a
combination of disorders of thinking process, perception, emotions, and sensory
stimuli. It is a mental disorder that is often associated with apparently inexplicable
anxiety, rapid mood swings, and fatigue. Typically, schizophrenic sufferer has
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auditory, olfactory, or visual illusion and hallucination. Their senses of touch, taste,
and smell may be distorted. The sufferer behaves in strange ways, or say totally
meaningless or inappropriate things.
b. The Causes of Schizophrenia
No single cause of schizophrenia has been identified, but several factors have
been shown to be associated with its onset. Men and women have an equal chance of
developing this mental illness across the lifespan, although the onset for men is often
earlier. According to Foster (2003: 12), he divides three categories of Schizophrenia’s
trigger factors. They are genetic factor, biochemical factor, and environment factor.
The first factor is genetic factor. A predisposition to Schizophrenia can run in
families. In the general population, only one percent of people develop it over their
lifetime. If one parent has schizophrenia, the children have a 10 percent chance of
developing the condition and a 90 percent chance of not developing it. The decline
into schizophrenia begins in the womb, where it is marked by frequent first trimester
appearance of minor physical abnormalities, very similar to those seen in fetal alcohol
syndrome, such as a webbed fifth finger. Second trimester “mis-wiring” of the fetal
brain also often occurs. Births tend to be difficult and prolonged, commonly
associated with toxemia and other maternal health problems. Birth weights are
typically low. Such abnormalities cannot be solely of genetic origin because there are
many recorded cases of only one identical twin being schizophrenic. It follows,
therefore, that there must be some “trigger” or “triggers” affecting the fetus early in
pregnancy that promotes the future development of schizophrenia. Its impact must be
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subtle because the anatomical changes seen in this mental illness are relatively minor.
However, the impact will become more obvious later in life, especially if
schizophrenia has become chronic. They then often include a damaged thyroid gland
and overdeveloped brain ventricles.
The second factor is biochemical factor. Basic knowledge about brain
chemistry and its link to schizophrenia is expanding rapidly. These are chemicals that
carry messages between brain cells. There is a connection between neurotransmitters
and schizophrenia because drugs that alter the levels of neurotransmitters in the brain
are known to relieve some of the symptoms of schizophrenia. The disorder is
associated with some imbalance of the complex, interrelated chemical systems of the
brain, perhaps involving the neurotransmitters dopamine and glutamate
The last is environment factor. Genetic, however, is not the whole story.
Scientists believe that it takes more than just genes to cause Schizophrenia.
Environmental factors, such as exposure to viruses or malnutrition before birth and
potentially psychosocial and socioeconomic factors all interact with epigenetic gene
development. One potential cause that has gained traction in recent years is the effect
of early childhood trauma. The epigenetic development of a gene, the way a gene
changes over a lifetime, varies depending on environmental pressures. Epigenetic
development can be thought of as a switch, turning on or off genes at certain points in
life. Environmental factors can sometimes interfere with the natural process.
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c. The Symptoms of Schizophrenia
There is no single symptom positively which identifies schizophrenia.
Moreover, an individual’s symptoms can change over time. There is no single lab test
for schizophrenia, but a health care provider who sees the symptoms and watches the
course of a person’s illness over six months or more can diagnose schizophrenia.
According to NAMI-National Alliance on Mental Illness (2008:2-3), the symptoms
of schizophrenia are generally categorized into positive, negative, and cognitive
symptoms.
Positive symptoms are also known as “psychotic” symptoms, because the
person has lost touch with reality in certain important ways. The term “positive”
symptom refers to mental experiences that are added to the person by the illness. The
most common positive symptoms include hallucinations and delusions.
Hallucinations cause a person to hear voices or, less commonly, to see things that do
not exist. People living with schizophrenia also commonly experience delusions,
which means they believe ideas that to others are clearly false, such as that people are
reading their thoughts or that they can control other people’s minds (National
Alliance on Mental Illness, 2008:2). According to Lieberman et al. (2007: 199-200),
he divides hallucinations into some categories. They include auditory hallucinations,
visual hallucinations, somatic and tactile hallucinations, and olfactory and gustatory
hallucinations.
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1) Auditory Hallucinations
Auditory hallucinations are the most common type of hallucination observed
in individuals with schizophrenia. Auditory hallucinations are usually voices that
often comment on person’s everyday activities, that may be threatening, or, in rare
case, command the individual to execute an action. Often voices are accusatory,
hostile, or unfriendly. They consist of a string of sentences, may be continuous, and
may occur every day. The voices may be heard from inside one’s head or may appear
to come from outside (Lieberman et al., 2007: 199).
2) Visual Hallucinations
Individuals with visual hallucinations observe people, shape, colors, and
objects that are not actually present. These hallucinations tend to be associated with
delusional interpretation of threatening or persecutory theme, or, in the context of
religious delusion. They are seen as visions of religiously meaningful figures
(Lieberman et al., 2007: 200).
3) Somatic and Tactile Hallucinations
Somatic and tactile hallucinations involve physical sensations, for example, of
being touched by another person, object, or animal, or perception that one’s body has
been altered in some way. These hallucinations are also known as haptic or
kinesthetic hallucinations. These hallucinations consist of the perception of heat, cold,
or electricity shocks. The individual can experience somatic passivity, in which the
patient believes that an outside agent has caused him or her to be a passive receiver of
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unwanted bodily sensation, for example a burning sensation in the brain or a
sensation of being raped (Lieberman et al., 2007: 200).
4) Olfactory and Gustatory Hallucinations
Olfactory hallucinations are sensation, such as unusual smells, that no one
else experiences. These hallucinations are often associated with persecutory theme, in
which unpleasant or poisonous smells are sent to the individual in a malevolent or
persecutory fashion. Often, olfactory hallucinations are related to gustatory
hallucination, in which the individual may describe unusual tastes like sweet, salty,
bitter, or odd flavors (Lieberman et al., 2007: 200).
In addition, Lieberman et al. (2007: 197-199) also classify delusions into
some types. They include persecutory delusion, delusion of reference, delusion of
being controlled, thought insertion, thought withdrawal and thought broadcasting,
delusions of sin or guilt, grandiose delusion, religious delusion, and somatic
delusions.
1) Persecutory Delusions
Individuals afflicted with persecutory delusions believe that they are being
conspired or discriminated against, threatened, or intentionally victimized. This can
be by someone familiar to them (e.g., a family member, friend, doctor, or nurse),
someone in the media (e.g. a television personality), a powerful external organization
(e.g. the FBI or CIA), religious figures such as the devil, or extraterrestrial force such
as aliens. Persecutory delusions can be vague, unstable, and they can be numerous,
systematized, and fully crystallized, demonstrating an internally coherent logic and
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dominating major aspects of the patient’s life. These delusions can lead to
inappropriate or irresponsible actions jeopardizing the safety of the patients or others
(Lieberman et al., 2007:197-198).
2) Delusion of Reference
Individual with delusions of reference attach a personal meaning to the
actions, remarks and statements of other people and to objects or events when in fact
there is none. A common example is an individual’s belief that a television program
is specifically directed at him or her (Lieberman et al., 2007:198).
3) Delusions of being controlled
Individuals with delusions of control feel that an outside force or agency is
controlling or manipulating their thoughts, feelings, or parts of their body (Lieberman
et al., 2007:198).
4) Thought insertion
Individuals with thought insertion believe that some of their thought are not
their own but have been implanted by an outside agency. Patients may be distraught
by recurrent intrusive thoughts but are certain that these thoughts originate from their
own mind and not by an outside force. In schizophrenia, individuals misplace their
own intentions and attribute them to an agency or to someone else (Lieberman et al.,
2007:198).
5) Thought withdrawal and thought broadcasting
The individual believes that thoughts have been taken out of his or her mind.
Further, the individual can often trace the initial experience of a thought and then the
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incident of that thought being removed. In thought broadcasting, one’s thoughts are
passively transmitted to others, often through electric or telepathic means (Lieberman
et al., 2007:198).
6) Delusions of sin or guilt
Individuals with delusions of sin or guilt believe that they have committed a
terrible crime. These delusions can manifest themselves as a minor error in the past
that the individual believes may lead to a major disaster or divine retribution that can
also affect his or her family (Lieberman et al., 2007:198).
7) Grandiose delusions
Individuals who experience delusions of grandiosity believe they have
extraordinary power, wealth, fame, or talents. They may think that they are religious
savior, world leaders, or famous persons. Grandiose delusions in the extreme can
affect behavior, be acted upon, and lead to irresponsible or dangerous and even
deadly actions, such as believing that one has the ability to fly and stepping out of a
window (Lieberman et al., 2007:199).
8) Religious delusions
Religious delusions contain unusual preoccupations of a religious nature.
Individuals are absorbed with religious subject matters that extend beyond the normal
breadth of their cultural or religious background (Lieberman et al., 2007:199).
9) Somatic delusions
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Somatic delusions consist of preoccupations that a body part is diseased or
malfunctions without objective medical evidence. The delusions can involve a false
belief in a medical condition or physical deformity (Lieberman et al., 2007:199).
Next symptom is negative symptom. It is called “negative” not because of the
person’s attitude, but because of the symptom which takes away from the person’s
usual way of being in the world. Negative symptoms often include emotional flatness
or lack of expressiveness, an inability to start and follow through with activities,
speech that is brief and lacks content, and a lack of pleasure or interest in life.
Difficulties with social cues and relationships are common (National Alliance on
Mental Illness, 2008:2). These symptoms challenge rehabilitation efforts, as work and
school goals require motivation as well as cognitive and interpersonal capacity.
Negative symptoms can also be confused with clinical depression.
The last symptom is cognitive symptom. It relates to thinking processes
(National Alliance on Mental Illness, 2008:2). People living with schizophrenia often
struggle with executive functioning (prioritizing tasks), memory, and organizing their
thoughts. Other cognitive problems may also occur in the illness. These are quite
challenging, as cognitive function is involved in many tasks of daily living, and
especially in work or school settings. A common cognitive deficit associated with this
condition can be a lack of insight, or lack of awareness of having an illness. This
difficulty in understanding is based in the brain, is not a choice, and adds many
challenges to working with people coping with this problem.
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Another theory of the symptoms of schizophrenia  is explained by Liddle et al.
They use Thought and Language Index (TLI) to clasify the symptoms of
schizophrenia. The Thought and Language Index (TLI) is a new instrument for
assessing formal thought disorder under standardised conditions (Liddle et al,
2002:326). They describe a variety of aspect of communication deviance, including
responses that are confused, vague, incomplete, or involve odd usage of words.
According to Thought and Language Index, Liddle and friends (2002: 328)
define eight symptoms of schizophrenia. Two items (poverty of speech and
weakening of goal) reflect impoverishment of speech. Four items (looseness, peculiar
use of words, peculiar sentences construction and peculiar logic) are phenomena
reflecting the disorganization of thought and language. Moreover, the TLI includes
two nonspecific abnormalities of the deregulation of speech and thought
(perseveration and distractibility).
a) Poverty of speech
This symptom refers to a decrease in the amount of speech. It is characterized
by responses to the picture and replies to questions which are brief and lack
elaboration (Liddle et al, 2002: 329). Typically, the patient must be prompted to
speak. According to Lieberman et al. (2007: 203), poverty of speech is a type of
alogia, in which the patient demonstrates a restriction in the amount of spontaneous
speech. The patient responds to questions with brief, concrete and unembellished
answers. In some cases, the patient does not respond to questions or responses are
monosyllabic. For example:
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Interviewer : Do you think there’s a lot of corruption in government?
Patient : Yeah, seem to be.
(Andreasen, 1986: 474)
In this example, poverty of speech is illustrated by patient’s answer. The patient gives
brief opinion about the question without any supporting sentences. Although the
answer is relevant to the questions, the interviewer needs more information.
b) Weakening of Goal
The symptoms of weakening of goal happens when the patient reflect a lack
of drive in thinking and manifest in lack of normal elaboration of ideas, use of
uninformative generalizations and empty speech that conveys little information
(Liddle, et al., 2002: 329). Patient’s language tends to be vague, often overabstract or
overconcrete, repetitive, and stereotyped. The interviewer may recognize this finding
by observing that the patient has spoken at some length but has not given adequate
information to answer the question. Actually, a lengthy reply can be summarized in a
sentence or two (Black and Andreasen, 2010: 42).
Interviewer : What is it, do you think that people believe in God?
Patient : Well, first of all because He, uh. He are the person that is their
personal savior. He walks with me and talks with me. And, uh,
the understanding that I have, um, a lot of people they don’t
readily, uh, know their own personal self. Because, uh, they ain’t
they all, just don’t know their personal self. They don’t know
that He, uh- seemed like to me, a lot of ‘em don’t understand that
He walks and talk with ‘em.
(Black and Andreasen, 2010: 42)
In the dialogue above, patient speaks length answers, but the content is less
informative. The sentences are meaningless because the patient constructs the
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sentences strangely. There are some ungrammatical and repetitive words which are
unnecessary. The patient also does not point out a clear reference.
c) Looseness
According to Liddle et al. (2002: 329), Looseness happens when the
connection between ideas is tenuous, or absent, or extraneous ideas intrude into the
train of thought. It is characterized by derailment and tangentiality. Derailment is a
patterns of spontaneous speech in which the ideas slip off the tract onto another one
which is clearly but obliquely related, or onto one which is completely unrelated.
Typically, this symptom indicates slow, steady slippage, with no single derailment
being particularly severe. However, the patient is not aware if his answer does not
have any correlation with the question. Therefore the patient gets farther and farther
off the tract with each derailment (Andreasen, 1986: 476).
Interviewer: Did you enjoy doing that?
Patient : Um-hm. Oh, hey, well, I, I, oh, I really enjoyed some
communities I tried it, and the next day when I'd be going out,
you know, urn, I took control like, uh, I put, um, bleach on my
hair in, in California. My roommate was from Chicago and she
was going to the junior college. And we lived in the Y.W.C.A. so
she wanted to put it, um, peroxide on my hair, and she did, and I
got up and looked at the mirror and tears came to my n eyes.
Now do you understand, I was fully aware of what was going on
but why couldn't I, why, why the tears? I can't understand that,
can you?
Interviewer: No.
Patient : Have you experienced anything like it?
Interviewer: You just must be an emotional person, that's all.
Patient : Well, not very much I mean, what if I were dead? It's funeral
age. Well, I, um? Now I had my toenails, uh, operated on.
They're, uh, um, got infected and I wasn't able to do it but they
wouldn't let me at my tools. Well.
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(Andreasen, 1986: 475)
In the dialogue above, patient’s answer indicates derailment in which the patient
shows a lack of cohesion between clauses and sentences,” Um-hm. Oh, hey, well, I, I,
oh, I really enjoyed some communities I tried it, and the next day when I'd be going
out, you know, urn, I took control like, uh, I put, um, bleach on my hair in, in
California”. Moreover, the patient uses unclear pronoun referents and the pattern of
speech is disjointed.
Meanwhile, tangentiality occurs when a person responds to a question with a
replay that is appropriate to general topic, but does not specifically answer to the
question (Shives, 2008: 112). For example:
Interview : What city are you from?
Subject : Well, that a hard question to answer because my parents… I was
born in Lowa, but I know that I’m white instead of black, so
apparently I came from the North somewhere, I don’t know
whether I’m Irish or Scandinavian, or I don’t, I don’t believe I’m
polish, but I think I’m thing. I think I’m, I think might be
German or Welsh.
(Black and Andreasen, 2010: 38)
Tangentiality is revealed in subject’s replay. Generally, the replay is relevant to the
question, however, the subject serpentines to deliver the message. There is a smooth
changing flow among ideas. Therefore, the interviewer finds difficulties to
understand the whole message.
d) Peculiar use of words
Peculiar use of words is new word formations in which the words have been
incorrectly built up and cannot understand. There are unusual or invented words
(Liddle et al., 2002: 329). For example:
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Patient : I got so angry I picked up a dish and threw it at the geshinker. So
I sort of bawked the whole thing up.
(Andreasen, 1986: 478)
This example belongs to peculiar use of words since the patient produces unusual
words “geshinker and bawked” which do not have any explanation in dictionary.
e) Peculiar sentences
This shimptoms reflects unusual form of sentences. It is characterized by
peculiarity of sentence construction which makes it difficult to understand the
meaning (Liddle et al., 2002: 329). According to Cohen and Schreiber (1992) in
Sommer and Kahn (2009: 175), an impairment in the understanding of isolated (i.e.,
single sentence comprehension) or connected (i.e., discourse comprehension)
sentences in patient with schizophrenia is a phenomenon possibly resulting from a
failure in build-up and utilization of contextual information during on-line
comprehension. Moreover, Kuperberg et al. (2000) in Sommer and Kahn (2009: 175)
explain that most frequently, patients’ performances have been analyzed in response
to sentences with semantic anomalies, but deficit were also observed on the level of
pragmatic or syntactic violation. For example:
Patient : I have distemper just like cats do, 'cause that's what we all are,
felines. Siamese cat balls. They stand out. I had a cat, a Manx,
still around here somewhere. You'll know him when you see
him. His name is GI Joe; he's black and white. I had a little
goldfish too, like a clown. Happy Halloween down. Down.
(Chaika, 1974: 261)
This example belongs to peculiar sentences since the patient construct the sentences
peculiarly.  The patient makes a chain of semantic associations, moving from cats or
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felines to Siamese cat to the color of the cat (black and white). Moreover, the patient
makes phonological association from clown to Halloween down then down.
f) Non-logical reasoning (Peculiar Logic)
The symptom of non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic reflects conclusions
which are reached based on inadequate evidence or faulty logic. Typically, the patient
expresses unusual ideas which do not flow logically (Liddle et al., 2002: 329). In
other words, non-logical reasoning refers to faulty inductive inferences in which the
patient gains conclusion based on faulty premises without any actual delusional
thinking (Black and Andersen, 2010: 39). For example:
Subject : Parents are the people who raise you. Anything that raises you
can be a parent. Parent can be anything- material, vegetable, or
mineral- that has thought you something. Parents would be the
world of thing that are alive, that are there. Rock- a person can
look at a rock and learn something from it, so what would be a
parent.
(Black and Andersen, 2010: 39)
This example reveals the symptom of non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic since
the subject makes a faulty inductive inferences. It is caused by faulty premises,
“parents are the people who raise you and parents would be the world of thing that
are alive, that are there”. Therefore, the subject concludes “rock- a person can look at
a rock and learn something from it, so what would be a parent”. This conclusion
cannot be received in logical thinking since parent is a person.
g) Perseveration of ideas
Perseveration of ideas reflects unwarranted repetition of ideas. Increased
weighting is given to instances in which the repetition occurs independently of
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stimulus provided by the picture (Liddle et al., 2002: 329). Generally, perseveration
uses repeated words in appropriate ways to unusual meaning. However, some words
or phrases are commonly used as pause-fillers, such as “you know” or “like”; these
should not be considered perseverations. This is an example of perseveration of ideas.
Interviewer : Tell me what you are like  what kind of person you are.
Subject : I’m from Marshalltown, lowa. That’s 60 miles northwest,
northeast of Des Miones, lowa. And I’m married at the present
time. I’m 36 years old; my wife is 35. She lives in Garwin, lowa.
That’s 15 miles southeast os Marshalltown, lowa. I’m getting a
divorce at the presence time. And I’m at present in a mental
institution in lowa City, lowa which is 100 miles southeast of
Marshalltown, lowa-
(Black and Andersen, 2010: 43)
Perseveration of ideas can be seen in subject’s replay. The subject repeats the word
“lowa” many times. It is not as pause-fillers, but it occurs as unwarranted word.
h) Distractibility
This symptom is characterized by intrusion of extraneous ideas arising from
an external stimulus (Liddle et al., 2002: 329). Typically, attention of the mind is
rapidly diverted from one topic to another. The patient stops talking in the middle of
sentences or ideas and changes the subject in response to nearby stimulus (Black and
Andersen, 2010: 40)
Subject : Then I left San Francisco and moved to… where did you get that
tie? It looks like its left over the ‘50s. I like the warm weather in
San Diego. Is that conch shell on your desk? Have you ever gone
scuba diving?
(Black and Andersen, 2010: 40)
In this example, distractibility is revealed in subject’s explanation. Actually, the
subject tells about San Francisco and San Diego. Then, the objects change as the
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impact of nearby stimulus (tie and conch shell). In fact, these sentences “where did
you get that tie? It looks like its left over the ‘50s”… “Is that conch shell on your
desk? Have you ever gone scuba diving? ” do not have any correlation with the
previous topic, San Francisco and San Diego.
d. Types of Schizophrenia
The kinds of symptoms that are utilized to make a diagnosis of schizophrenia
differ between affected people. They may change from one year to the next within the
same person as the disease progresses. Different subtypes of schizophrenia are
defined according to the most significant and predominant characteristics present in
each person at each point in time. The result is that one person may be diagnosed with
different subtypes over the course of his illness.
According to Foster (2003:2), Schizophrenia is categorized into four subtypes.
They are simple, hebephrenic, catatonic, and paranoid. Simple schizophrenia is
characterized by confusion, withdrawal, and apathy. Hebephrenic schizophrenia is an
unusual mixture of silliness, hypochondria, and delight in bizarre adornments and
childish pranks. In contrast, catatonic schizophrenics huddle in grotesque positions.
They often refuse to move, to take food, or to visit the bathroom. They may display
muteness and stupor. Paranoid schizophrenics are dominated by feelings of
persecution, suspicion, and bitterness. Everything is sinister or threatening. They may
respond to simple gestures or circumstances with violence.
Another theory of types of Schizophrenia is asserted by American Psychiatric
Association (1994). They divide the types into five subtypes:
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1) Paranoid Type
People who have paranoid schizophrenia may seem normal with their
relationships, work and other day-to day functions. However, they actually suffer
from delusions and auditory hallucinations (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).
They hear voices that are not actually there and have delusional thoughts about being
persecuted or harassed by another person or group. In some cases, the patient of
paranoid also suffers visual hallucination (Chiras et al., 2013: 234). Paranoid
schizophrenia sufferers are seen to be aloof, anxious and can easily be angered and
hostile towards others. For example, a person who believes he is being monitored by
the FBI may hear the voices of people he identifies as FBI agents laughing at him or
talking to him.
2) Disorganized Type
The central features present in the disorganized type of Schizophrenia are
disorganized speech and behavior and flat or inappropriate affect. The sufferers have
disorganized thoughts which become evident in their speech and in how they express
their emotions. The messages that a person with disorganized schizophrenia delivers
appear as illogical. Usually, they find themselves lost in their own thoughts and may
exhibit odd behavior such as laughing in an inappropriate situation (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994). For example, the client may have all the necessary
clothing on, but the order of putting on each item of clothing or the steps required to
accomplish dressing (e.g., buttoning, zipping, tying) may be too much to handle.
Emotional expression may be either inappropriate to the content of what the client is
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saying (e.g., laughing when discussing being thrown out of the house by roommates)
or restricted and flat.
3) Catatonic Type
This type of schizophrenia is characterized by extremes of behavior or
extreme psychomotor disruption (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). This may
involve hyperactivity or a dramatic reduction in activity wherein the individual
concerned stops voluntary movement. Patients exhibit an action or pose that appear to
have no purpose for a period of time and considerably resist if there is anyone who
attempts to reposition them. Some examples of these actions are unusual facial
contortions or limb movements. A client could display a type of posturing known as
waxy flexibility, a feature of catatonic motor behavior in which, when clients are
placed in peculiar positions, they remain almost completely immobile in the same
position for long stretches of time. Alternatively, extremely active and purposeless
movement (excitement) that is not influenced by what is going on around the person
may be present. Additional signs of the catatonic type of schizophrenia are repeating
what others say or mimicking their movements.
4) Undifferentiated Type
The undifferentiated subtype is diagnosed when people have symptoms of
schizophrenia that are not sufficiently formed or specific enough to permit
classification of the illness into one of the other subtypes (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994). The symptoms of any one person can fluctuate at different points
in time, resulting in uncertainty as to the correct subtype classification. Other people
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will exhibit symptoms that are remarkably stable over time but still may not fit one of
the typical subtype pictures. In either instance, diagnosis of the undifferentiated
subtype may best describe the mixed clinical syndrome.
5) Residual Type
This category is used for patients who have had at least one acute
schizophrenic episode but do not presently have strong positive psychotic symptoms,
such as delusions and hallucinations. They may have negative symptoms, such as
withdrawal from others, or mild forms of positive symptoms, which indicate that the
disorder has not completely resolved (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).
Residual type of schizophrenia is most often diagnosed when a person is in a
transitional stage between full schizophrenia and complete remission. Residual
schizophrenia is well named since it may only be lingering symptoms left over from a
full-blown schizophrenic episode.
5. The Sixth Sense Movie
The Sixth Sense is a 1999 American psychological horror drama film written
and directed by M. Night Shyamalan. The story involved a young boy who had the
ability to see ghosts. Cole Sear, a troubled, isolated boy was able to see and talk to the
dead people. This condition disturbed him and caused him to behave in anti-social
ways. Then he met Dr. Malcolm, child psychologist who tried to help him.
The Sixth Sense opened with Dr. Malcolm Crowe receiving an award for
outstanding work in the field of psychology for children. Unfortunately, he was not
always successful. One of his patients, Vincent Gray had grown up still plagued with
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his problems. He blamed Crowe, shot him, and then turned the gun on himself. Then,
Crowe found another child suffering from the same symptoms, Cole Sear. Cole was a
withdrawn child who did not have friends and got teased at school. His mother was
worried about him. She tried to seeks help for Cole. Nobody could seem to help him,
except Malcolm. He talked with Cole and tried to get him to open up. Finally, Dr.
Malcolm gave solution of Cole’s problem. He should try to face his fear. Besides, Dr.
Malcolm asked Cole to regard the ghosts whom Cole saw as his friend. Hence, Cole
got the solution of his problem.
6. Previous Research
Mental illness is not a new discovery. Reseachers have written their research
of mental illness in the form of books, theses or journals. However it does not mean
that they examine the same topic. They have their own distinctive focus and
methodology to serve their research. In this research, the researcher also conducts
research which discusses mental illness. However, she takes schizophrenia as main
topic of her research.
A research of Schizophrenia is conducted by a student of Portland State
University, Lucas Carl Steuber, entitled “Disordered Thought, Disordered Language:
A corpus-based description of the speech of individuals undergoing treatment for
schizophrenia”. The purpose of this study is to determine the extent to which claims
in literature about the language of people with schizophrenia are supported by an
analysis of a large sample of affected individuals' speech. The speech of individuals
diagnosed with schizophrenia is also compared with the speech of individuals
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diagnosed with depression to determine whether such behaviors are shared between
both groups. The goal of this research is to contribute to a more thorough
understanding of the language features of individuals with schizophrenia, thus
facilitating its clinical diagnosis.
Another research is conducted by Pindaningtyas Nariswari from the
Yogyakarta State University entitled “A Psycholinguistic Analysis of Schizophrenic
Speech Reflecting Hallucination and Delusion in The Caveman’s Valentine” in 2012.
This research aims to explain the speech abnormalities that are experienced by
schizophrenic character, Romulus, in The Caveman’s Valentine and to present the
characteristics of schizophrenia shown by Romulus in his speech. She focuses on the
speech abnormalities in schizophrenia, which are used as necessary instruments to
assess hallucination and delusion.
Nariswari’s research on schizophrenia is different from the research
conducted by the researcher now, since the researcher focuses on the symptoms of the
schizophrenia represented by Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense movie. Then based on the
symptoms, she classifies the type of schizophrenia shown by Cole.
B. Conceptual Framework
The discussion of speech disorder is one of important topics in Linguistics
area as it is concerned with human’s brain. In fact, to be more specific the discussion
on those things is under psycholinguistics study since it deals with language and the
brain. The brain has complex structure. It consists of billions of nerve cell called
neurons. The neurons communicate each other through special chemicals named
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neurotransmitter. In fact, when person has damage or imbalance in some specific site
of these chemicals in the brain, the human may suffer from mental illness.
Since the research focuses on the mental illness especially on schizophrenia
represented by Cole Sear, the main character in The Sixth Sense movie, the researcher
employs theories under the scope of Psycholinguistics to answer the problems of
schizophrenia. In conducting research on the speech of schizophrenia, the researcher
utilizes Thought and Language Index (TLI) from Liddle, TLI comprises eight
symptoms, of which the factor divided into three groups. They are impoverishment of
thought and speech which consist of poverty of speech and weakening of goal;
disorganization of thought and language which composes of looseness, peculiar use
of word, peculiar use of sentence, and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic; and
non-specific deregulation which consists of perseveration of idea and distractibility.
Next discussion talks about the types of schizophrenia. According to
American Psychiatric Association (1994), schizophrenia is divided into five subtypes.
They are paranoid type (for example, people who believe that they are being
persecuted unjustly may be easily angered and become hostile), disorganized type
(for example, people may appear emotionally unstable, or their emotions may not
seem appropriate to the context of the situation), catatonic type (for instance, the
patient does not move; he or she is fairly or completely unresponsive to his or her
surroundings or remains in a rigid posture), undifferentiated type (A person exhibits
characteristics of catatonic, paranoid and disorganized schizophrenia, but does not
conform to any of the three subtypes completely), and residual type (for example, a
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person may still have blunted emotions, have difficulties initiating or carrying out
tasks or show signs of impaired thought processes).
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Figure 1. Analytical Construct
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD
A. Type of Study
This research employed a descriptive qualitative method which focused on
the way humans interpret and make sense of their experience. The method
produced narrative or textual description of the phenomenon under study.
Narrative or textual description used subjective approach to describe life
experiences and give them meaning. Moreover, description of qualitative
research as modes of systematic inquiry concerned with understanding human
being and the nature of their transactions with themselves and surrounding.
Qualitative research applied the methods and techniques of observing,
documenting, analyzing, and interpreting attributes, pattern, characteristics, and
meaning of specific phenomenon. In addition, this study was classified into
descriptive qualitative since the data were analyzed descriptively without
numerical form. Strauss and Corbin (1998: 11) in Richie and Lewis (2003) assert
that qualitative research means any type of research that produces findings not
arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of quantification.
According to Holloway (1997:1), qualitative research is a method which
focuses on the way people intepret and make sense of their experiences and the
world where they live. The qualitative method is applied to address research
question that require explanation or understanding of social phenomena and their
contexts. It is particularly suited to explore issues that hold some complexity and
to study processes that occur over time. In this research, the object of the study
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was schizophrenic speech which revealed the symptoms and the type of
Schizophrenia represented by Cole Sear in the movie entitled The Sixth Sense.
Moreover, a qualitative method assumes that people knowledge is
constructed through communication and social interaction. A qualitative research
perspective views that humans cannot analyze and understand an entity by
analysis of its past. Rather, they should examine the larger context. Taylor and
Bogdan (1975:4) define human being’s written or spoken words and their
observable are examples of descriptive data. In addition, Bodgan and Biklen
(1982:27-30) explicate five characteristics of qualitative research, they are:
1. Qualitative research has the natural setting as the direct source of data and
the researcher is the key instrument.
2. Qualitative research is descriptive. It means that the data collected is in the
form of words or pictures rather than numbers. The result of the research
illustrates and substantiates the representation.
3. Qualitative researcher is concerned with process rather than simply with
outcomes or product.
4. The researcher tends to analyze the data of the study inductively.
5. Meaning is essential concern to the qualitative research.
B. Research Instrument
The researcher utilized primary and secondary instruments. The primary
instrument was the researcher herself since it belonged to qualitative research.
According to Burns (1994:295), the role of the researcher in the qualitative
research is as an instrument. The researcher had a role as the interviewer,
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observer, facilitator, communicator, and interpreter of the data. In other words, all
data were filtered through the researcher. The secondary instrument was data
sheet.
C. Forms, Context and Source of Data
Qualitative research produced narrative data which the data were described
in words instead of numbers. In this research, the data were in the form of
utterances spoken by Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense movie. Then the utterances of
the data were under the context of dialogue represented by the characters in the
movie. The source of the data was the movie entitled The Sixth Sense and its
transcript taken from internet (http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Sixth-Sense,-
The.html).
D. Technique of Collecting Data
In this research, technique of collecting data was needed to gather
appropriate data. The data collected was in the form of word, phrase, clause, or
sentence which indicated the schizophrenic phenomena. The research employed
inductive investigation or inquiry for which initial data collection did not employ
preconceived theories and hypotheses (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 5). Moreover, in
applying qualitative research, the reseacher was necessarily involved in the lives
of objects. The data collecting technique in this research was note taking and  the
following procedure of data collecting technique. Hence, in collecting the data,
the researcher collected the data based on the dialogues of the movie entitled The
Sixth Sense.
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The form of this research study was descriptive. The intent was to
objectively, accurately, and fully describe the characteristics, unique qualities, and
practices of schizophrenia. Data collections consisted of classification of
qualitative data and subjective perspective of the researcher. These measures were
listed below:
1. The researcher watched the movie entitled The Sixth Sense carefully and
comprehensively in order to find the appropriate information needed for
answering the objective of the research.
2. The researcher downloaded the transcript of the dialogues of the movie from
internet (http://www.imsdb.com/scripts/Sixth-Sense,-The.html). The aim of
this transcript was to facilitate the researcher in classification of the data.
3. The researcher applied literature review to see what other experts had done
and known about the subject.
4. The researcher selected the parts of the transcript that could become the raw
data of this research. She focused on the utterances spoken by the
schizophrenic sufferer, Cole Sear, which indicated the symptoms and types
of schizophrenia. Those utterances became the data of this research.
5. The researcher selected and classified the valid and relevant data based on
the categorizations.
6. The researcher transferred the data into the data sheet.
7. The researcher represented the result clearly
The secondary instrument of this research was data sheets. It was
employed to classify the data. The data sheet was in the form of table which
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consisted of the symptoms and types of schizophrenia. The form of the data sheet
is as follows:
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TABLE 1: Sample Data sheet of the symptoms and types of schizophrenia experienced by a schizophrenic sufferer, Cole Sear, in The Sixth Sense movie
NO. CODE DATA
THE SYMPTOMS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA THE TYPES OFSCHIZOPRENIA EXPLANATIONITS DTL ND PT DT CT UT RT
PoS WG LS PW PS PL PR DS
1 PW-DT 1 Church - DayCole : Pro..fun..add
The bolded words represent the
occurence of peculiar use word
(PW). In this case, Cole plays his
set of green and beige plastics
soldiers. He makes the soldiers
talking each others. However the
words which are spoken are
intelligible. It belongs to
disorganized type of schizophrenia
since Cole creates his own words.
Therefore, common people are
difficult to understand his speech.
2 WG-PT 2
Notes:
PW-DT1 : Datum of peculiar use of words and Disorganized type number 1 PL : Peculiar Logic (non-logical reasoning)
WG-PT2 : Datum of weakening of goal and Paranoid type number 2 PR : Perseveration of idea
ITS : Impoverishment of thought or speech DS : Distractibility
DTL : Disorganization of thought or language PT : Paranoid type
ND : Non-specific deregulation DT : Disorganized type
Pos : Poverty of speech CT : Catatonic type
WG : Weakening of goal UT : Undifferentiated type
LS : Looseness RT : Residual type
PW : Peculiar use of words
PS : Peculiar sentences
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E. Technique of Data Analysis
After classification, the researcher started to analyze the data. In this
research, she utilized content analysis technique with set of definitions and
theories (Schreier, 2012: 8). Content analysis technique was systematically
describing the meaning of the content which was done by classifying data based
on the categories of coding frame. The technique was appropriate to this research
since it dealt with the phenomena of schizophrenia shown by the character of the
movie. Therefore, the researcher categorized and analyzed the data based on the
theories.
F. Trustworthiness
To validate the finding data, the researcher applied triangulation. It was a
technique to test out credibility of the data. Denzin in Lincoln and Guba
(1985:305) asserts that there are four basic types of triangulation to gain validity:
1. By sources: collecting data take from different sources, such as book,
journals, and articles.
2. By researcher or observer: the researcher involves more than one observer
to analyze the data.
3. By method: several different methods are employed to collect the data.
4. By theories: the multiple theories are implied in analyzing and interpreting
the data.
In this research, the researcher applied some relevant theories to analyze
and interprets the data. The researcher used Thought and Language Index by
Liddle et al. (2002) to analyze the symptoms of schizophrenia. Moreover, she also
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applied NAMI’s theory to analyze the types of schizophrenia. Sources of the
theories were various books and journals which were related to schizophrenia.
Furthermore, the data findings of this research were triangulated by some
linguistics students who were keen on Psycholinguistics. Finally, the data were
consulted with experts. They were Suhaini M. Saleh, M.A., as the first consultant,
and the second one was Paulus Kurnianta, M. Hum.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. Findings
This section presents the findings of the research which consist of analysis
of the symptoms and types of schizophrenia represented by Cole in The Sixth
Sense movie. Moreover, there is a brief description on how to read such findings.
The findings are presented in a table which contains numbers as well as
percentage of analyzed phenomena of the symptoms and types of schizophrenia.
Based on the categorization system, among eight symptoms of schizophrenia,
Cole only experiences four of them. They are poverty of speech, weakening of
goal, peculiar use of words, and non logical reasoning (peculiar logic). The other
four items, namely looseness, peculiar sentences, perseveration of ideas and
distractibility do not occur in Cole’s speech. Those occurrences of the symptoms
become the base in determining the type of schizophrenia.
There are five types of schizophrenia, namely paranoid, disorganized,
catatonic, undifferentiated, and residual type. Based on the symptoms, a
schizophrenic can be diagnosed as having one of the types of schizophrenia. He or
she may reveal the symptoms which refer to more than one type. For example, the
symptoms of non-logical reasoning (peculiar logic), poverty of speech and
weakening of goal belong to paranoid type. Next the symptom of peculiar use of
words refers to disorganized type, and the perseveration of ideas indicates
catatonic type. However, from those symptoms, only the dominant symptoms are
employed to determine the type of schizophrenia. In this research, the researcher
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analyzes the symptoms which are represented by Cole to indicate his type of
schizophrenia.
Table 2: Frequency of Occurrence of the Symptoms and Types of
Schizophrenia Represented by Cole in The Sixth Sense movie
The Symptoms
of Schizophrenia
Types of Schizophrenia
Total Percentage(%)PT DT CT UT RT
PoS 6 6 20.69
WG 6 6 20.69
LS - - - - - 0 -
PW 1 1 3.45
PS - - - - - 0 -
PL 16 16 55.17
PR - - - - - 0 -
DS - - - - - 0 -
TOTAL 28 1 - - - 29 100
Notes:
Pos : Poverty of speech PT    : Paranoid type
WG : Weakening of goal DT   : Disorganized type
LS : Looseness CT   : Catatonic type
PW : Peculiar use of words UT   : Undifferentiated type
PS : Peculiar sentences RT   : Residual Type
PL : Peculiar logic (non-logical reasoning)
PR : Perseveration of ideas
DS : Distractibility
The findings reveal 29 data. Table 2 reveals the occurrence of the
symptoms and types of schizophrenia represented by Cole in The Sixth Sense
movie. They have different percentage based on amount of their occurrences.
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Among eight symptoms of schizophrenia, Cole only experiences four items. They
are poverty of speech (PoS), weakening of goal (WG), peculiar use of words
(PW), and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic (PL). The first most-often
appearing symptom is non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. It occurs 16 times
from the total of 29 occurrences. In other words, out of 100% in total, it has
55.17%. Following non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic, as the second most
appearing symptoms, there are poverty of speech and weakening of goal. They
have same occurrences; each of them occurs 6 times with the percentage of
20.69%. The last rank is achieved by symptoms of peculiar use of words which
occurs once. It brings only 3.45% out of the total 100%.
Non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic gets greater occurrences because
Cole, a schizophrenic sufferer, often suffers delusion and hallucination. He feels
that he can see and talk to ghosts or dead people. He believes that they want to
endanger him. In fact, there is nothing which haunts or disturbs him; it just
happens in Cole’s mind. Those phenomena cannot be accepted by normal people
since the phenomena lack of logical thinking. Therefore, the phenomena belong to
non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. In addition, poverty of speech and
weakening of goal get smaller occurrences since Cole isolates himself from social
life. He gets difficulties to build a good interaction. The last symptom which is
rarely experienced by Cole is peculiar use of words. The symptom has small
percentage because not all meanings of Cole’s speeches are difficult to catch.
Some of them are still understandable although the things are not real or
impossible to exist.
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Meanwhile, the other symptoms of schizophrenia (looseness, peculiar
sentence, perseveration of ideas, and distractibility) do not occur in this research.
Those symptoms contrast with the concept of poverty of speech, in which a lack
of elaboration of words becomes the main indicator of their occurrence.
In addition, the results of data analysis show that paranoid type becomes
the most dominant type. It occurs 28 times from the total 29 occurrences. In other
words, out of 100% in total, paranoid brings 96.55%. Categorization of paranoid
type is determined from the symptoms of poverty of speech, weakening of goal,
and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. Next type indicated by Cole’s
condition is disorganized type. It occurs once or 3.45%. The dominant symptoms
become the indicator in determining type of schizophrenia.  In this research, the
type of undifferentiated type, catatonic and residual types do not appear since
Cole does not experience the symptoms which indicate those types.
B. Discussion
In this part, the researcher discusses the findings in depth to answer the
problem formulation as stated in Chapter I. Unlike the previous part of this
chapter which only presents the number and percentage of the occurrence of each
phenomenon, this section presents more detailed and elaborated result of data
analysis. To provide a complete explanation, the researcher employs some data
from the appendix as examples. In this part, firstly, the researcher explains the
symptoms of schizophrenia shown by Cole in The Sixth Sense movie. Secondly,
she elucidates the types of schizophrenia based on the symptoms.
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1. The Phenomena of the Symptoms of Schizophrenia Experienced by Cole
in The Sixth Sense Movie
According to Liddle’s theory, there are eight symptoms of schizophrenia,
namely poverty of speech, weakening of goal, looseness, peculiar use of words,
peculiar sentences, non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic, perseveration of ideas,
and distractibility. The findings of this research reveal four symptoms from the
total eight symptoms. They are poverty of speech, weakening of goal, peculiar use
of words, and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. Each has different
percentage because Cole does not experience them at the same time.
The result of data analysis indicates that non-logical reasoning or peculiar
logic occupies the highest rank for the frequency of the most-often appearing
phenomenon. Then it is followed by poverty of speech and weakening of goal.
They have same percentage, and the last is occupied by peculiar use of words. The
explanations as well as examples for each symptom are presented as follows.
a. Non-Logical Reasoning (Peculiar Logic)
As listed in Table 2, the symptoms of non-logical reasoning or peculiar
logic becomes the most-often occurring symptom compared to the other
symptoms. Among 30 occurrences of all symptoms, it appears as often as 16
times. As the name implies, it happens when people have a pattern of speech
which is not constructed logically.
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An example of the symptom of non-logical reasoning (peculiar logic) is
shown in the datum below.
In the example above, Cole has a conversation with his mother, Lynn. His mother
begins by telling about her experiences in order to build a good conversation. She
wants to know Cole’s activities in school. Then, Cole answers his mother’s
question. His answers are seemingly related to Lynn’s question in which he tells
about his activities in school. He says that he and his friends play together in the
ground. He tells that his friend love him so much. Actually, he is isolated from his
friends. He spends his day in school by sitting in the class while his friends are
playing in the ground. In this case, non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic is
illustrated by Cole’s statement. He says to his mother that he   plays with his
friends. In fact, no one wants to play with him. His friends call him “freak”
because they think that Cole is odd. Therefore, it is impossible if his friends lift
him up on their shoulder and carry him around.
Another example of non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic is shown in a
class when a teacher explains the history of Philadelphia. The phenomenon can be
demonstrated as follows.
Lynn      : Well, you know what I did today? I, uh, I won the Pennsylvania
Lottery in the morning, I quit my jobs, and I ate a big picnic in
the park with lots of chocolate mousse pie. And I swam in the
fountain all afternoon. What’d you do?
Cole       : I was picked first for kick ball teams at recess. I hit a grand
slam to win the game. Everybody lifted me up, on their
shoulders and carried me around, cheering.
(PL-PT 5)
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In the dialogue above, non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic happens in Cole’s
answer. Mr Stanley Cunningham is a teacher and he is explaining about the
history of Philadelphia. Then, he gives a question to his students. He wants his
students to guess the function of their school for a hundred years ago. Cole raises
his hand. He answers that the building was used to hang people. All of the
audience in the class are shocked to hear Cole’s answer. Mr Cunningham clarifies
that Cole’s answer  is not correct. He tells Cole that the building is a legal
courthouse. Therefore, it is not logical if the building was used to commit a crime.
However, Cole believes that he is right. In his opinion, the lawmakers were the
ones who hanged everybody. This phenomenon just happens in Cole’s mind. He
believes if it really happens in reallity of that time. Cole’s statement cannot be
Mr Cunningham : Philadelphia is one of the oldest cities in this country. A
lot of generations have lived here and died here. Almost
any place you go in this city has a history and a story
behind it. Even this school and the grounds in sit on. Can
anyone guess what this building was used for a
hundred years ago, before you went to school here,
before I went to this school even?
Cole                     : (raises hand)
Mr  Cunningham : Yes, Cole.
Cole                     : They used to hang people here.
Mr  Cunningham : That’s not correct. Where’d you hear that?
Cole                     : They pulled the people in, crying and kissing their
families bye. People watching would spit at them.
Mr  Cunningham : Cole, this building was legal courthouse. Laws were
passed here, some of the very first laws of the country.
This whole building was full of lawyers, lawmakers.
Cole                     : They were the one that hanged everybody.
(PL-PT11)
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accepted in logical thinking because it comes from his delusion. In other words,
there is no fact which supports his statement and makes people belive it.
The next example of symptom of non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic
can be seen from the conversation between Cole and Dr. Malcolm in school
corridor.
In the dialogue above, non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic happens because of
hallucinatory phenomenon. The case occurs in the afternoon, when Cole and
Malcolm will go home. They walk down an empty hall. Suddenly, Malcolm stops
at a set of doors at the end of the hall. He realizes that Cole is no longer next to
him. Malcolm turns to find Cole frozen about ten feet back. He walks to Cole. He
notices Cole’s expression as he is being scared. Malcolm asks him, then Cole
points out the doors. However, Malcolm does not see anything except a set of
doors. Cole tries to inform Malcolm that there is a family which is hanged in the
door. Malcolm proposes to make sure his statement because Malcolm does not see
Malcolm : What’s wrong?
(Cole points the doors)
Malcolm : Is something up there? I don’t see anything.
Cole : Be still real. Sometimes you feel it inside. Like you’re falling
down real fast, but you’re really just standing still. You
ever feel the prickly things on the back of your neck?
Malcolm : Yes.
Cole : And the tiny hairs on your arm, you know, when they stand
up?
Malcolm : Yes
Cole : That’s them. When they get mad, it gets cold.
Malcolm : I don’t see anything. Are you sure they are there? Cole?
Cole : Please make them leave.
Malcolm : I’m workin’ on it. Come on.
(PL-PT 19)
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anything. That is why the phenomenon belongs to non-logical reasoning or
peculiar logic because normal people cannot understand what a schizophrenic
sufferer thinks or sees in his/ her mind that does not exist in reality.
The last example of this symptom is taken from the conversation between
Cole and his mother, Lynn. It happens when they have a dinner. Lynn wants Cole
to confess his mistakes.
The example above illustrates the condition in which Cole experiences the
symptom of non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. It can be seen when he
clarifies to his mother that he does not do anything. The problem is that Lynn’s
bumblebee pendant is not in the right place and it has been moved to the drawer.
In their house, Lynn just lives with Cole, so Cole is the main suspect. However,
Cole disproves it. He tries to explain his mother that someone who has moved her
bumblebee pendant is not him. Logically, if someone came to their house, he or
she would take it out not just moves it to another place. Moreover, Lynn did not
Kitchen-night
Cole : Sometimes people think they lose things, and they really
didn’t lose them—it just gets moved
Lynn : So, did you move the bumblebee pendant?
Coe : (Shake)
Don’t get mad.
Lynn :Maybe someone came in our house, took the bumblebee
pendant out of my closet and placed it nicely in the drawer.
Cole :Maybe
Lynn : God, I’m so tired, Cole. I’m tired in my body, I’m tired in my
mind, I’m tired in my heart. I need some help.
(PL-PT 21)
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receive any guest in their house. Thus, this case indicates symptom of non-logical
reasoning or peculiar logic based on Cole’s reason.
b. Poverty of Speech
The symptom of poverty of speech is found 6 times out of all 30
occurences. It has same occurence with symptom of weakening of goal. Poverty
of speech is a speech problem that occurs when a person’s speech is very minimal
and typically must be prompted. Poverty of speech is not always indicative of a
mental health concern, but it can be a characteristic of schizophrenia; it is a
common negative symptom of schizophrenia. Negative symptom indicates the
loss of normal functioning, or something that is missing. Poverty of speech is a
negative symptom because it involves the loss of normal speech.
There is an example of poverty of speech which is shown by Cole in a
movie entitled The Sixth Sense.
This conversation is taken in a church. Dr. Malcolm pays attention to Cole who is
playing some plastic soldiers. He makes the soldiers talk to each other. Dr.
Malcolm hears that Cole speak Latin. Then he asks Cole whether all of his
soldiers speak Latin. Cole answers “just one”. In a normal speech, he will give
Malcolm more explanation why it is only one soldier who speaks Latin. His
speech is less informative and he just answers Dr. Malcolm’s question. There is
Malcom :  All your soldier speak Latin?
Cole          : Just one
(PoS-PT 2)
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no interactive conversation between Cole and Dr. Malcolm. Therefore this
phenomenon is categorized as poverty of speech.
Poverty of speech is characterized by a lack of speech, often caused by a
disruption in the thought process. Usually, it is caused by an injury to the left
hemisphere of the brain. In a conversation, schizophrenic sufferers reply very
sparsely and their answers to questions will lack spontaneous content; sometimes
they will even fail to answer at all. Their responses will be brief, generally only
appearing as a response to a question or prompt.
A conversation between Cole and Lynn, his mother, becomes another
example of the symptom of poverty of speech.
The conversation above happens in the morning before going to school. Cole sits
at the kitchen table and he looks around the kitchen without saying anything.  His
mother looks at Cole as he is looking for something. Then, she asks Cole, but
Cole just gives a brief answer with a flat expression. He does not make eye
contact with his mother. In this dialogue, Cole experiences the symptom of
poverty of speech in which he lacks additional content which is seen in normal
speech.
Lynn :  Cole. Cole!
Cole : (No response)
Lynn : Hey, your Cocoa Puffs are getting’ soggy. Let me see you. Oh,
honey, you got a spot. Head up. Okay, here we go. Something
you were looking for, baby?
Cole : Pop tarts?
Lynn :  There are right here.
Cole : Oh.
((PoS-PT 3)
)
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Meanwhile in some cases, with poverty of speech Cole may not talk at all;
the more common manifestation is very limited speech. Characteristic of the
symptom is the tendency to speak only when a schizophrenic sufferer is prompted
and to provide very limited answers.
Another poverty of speech occurs when a schizophrenic sufferer only
gives signs through body language as Cole demonstrates below.
In the dialogue above, Dr. Malcolm tries to build a conversation with Cole.
However, Cole only gives responses through his body language. He shakes his
head as the answer of “no” or nods as the answer of “yes”. When Dr. Malcolm
offers to play a game, Cole does not say anything. He only looks at Dr. Malcolm
seriously. From his expression, Dr. Malcolm knows that Cole is interested in the
game. Then, he continues to explain the rules of the game. Finally, Cole nods his
head as a sign that he wants to play the game. Based on Cole’s responses, the
phenomenon belongs to poverty of speech.
Apart from the lack of content in a reply, the manner in which the person
delivers the reply is affected as well. A schizophrenic sufferer who experiences
Malcolm : Hi. Wanna sit?
Cole        : (Silent)
Malcolm : Don’t feel like talking today?
Cole        : (Shakes his head) No.
Malcolm : Wanna play a game?
Cole        : (Looks at Malcolm)
Malcolm : It’s a mindreading game. Here’s how it works. I read your mind. If
I say is right, you take one step towards the chair. If what I say is
wrong, you take one step back towards the doorway. If you reach
the chair, you sit down. If you reach the door, you can go. Wanna
play?
Cole       : (Nods)
(PoS-PT 6)
)
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the symptom of poverty of speech will often slur his or her responses, and he/she
will not pronounce the consonants as clearly as usual. The few words spoken
usually trail off into a whisper.
The example of such phenomenon can be seen as follows.
The conversation above indicates poverty of speech in which Cole gets difficulties
to build a good conversation. Cole is invited to Derrick’s birthday. There are
many friends, but Cole isolates himself from hilarity. Tommy glances down the
hall and sees Cole standing frozen staring at the crawl space. Then, Tommy and
Derrick come toward Cole. They want to know what Cole does is. Cole becomes
surprised to see them and he wishes a happy birthday to Derrick. Normally,
people wish a happy birthday to their friends happily, but Cole shows expression
of fear. He says it in a whisper. When Tommy asks him whether he wants to see
something, spontaneously Cole answers “no”. Poverty of speech is illustrated
when Cole does not convey any meaningful information. This problem occurs
because Cole mentally has difficulty in formulating his thoughts and words.
c. Weakening of Goal
As mentioned in the previous symptom, weakening of goal has the same
occurence with poverty of speech that is 6 times. This symptom occurs when
(Tommy and Derrick come to Cole)
Cole : Happy birthday, Derrick. (Cole speaks confidentially)
(Cole looks at the room in which he heard someone there)
Tommy : What’s happen Cole?
Cole : Nothing
Tommy : Is there somethin’ you want to see there?
Cole : No.
(PoS-PT 14)
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utterances reveal a lack of identifiable goal. They are composed mainly of
vacuous phrases of the type normally used merely to maintain flow of speech.
This is an example of weakening of goal demonstrated by Cole.
The dialogue above takes place in Cole’s house. Dr. Malcolm looks at Cole who
is standing in front of the door. Dr. Malcolm wants to make a conversation with
him, but he does not want to talk to anyone.  Then, Dr. Malcolm invites him to
play a game called mind-reading. In this game, Dr. Malcolm will read Cole’s
mind. If he says the right statement, Cole will take a step forwards the chair. If he
is wrong, Cole takes a step backwards the doorway. Finally, Cole agrees to play
the game. Dr. Malcolm guesses that Cole is a nice guy in school. He never gets a
serious trouble there. Suddenly, Cole takes a step backward. It means Dr.
Malcolm’s statement is wrong. Then, Cole gives a reason why it is wrong. He
says “We were supposed to draw a picture anything we wanted. I drew a man. He
got hurt in his neck by another man with a screwdriver”. Actually, Cole wants to
deliver his goal to Dr. Malcolm that there is a problem in his school. However
what he said does not have a correlation with Dr. Malcolm’s statement. Therefore,
this phenomenon belongs to weakening of goal.
Usually, schizophrenic sufferers act as normal people. However they get
problem in their mind. Therefore, they find difficulties to deliver the goal of their
Malcolm : You keep pretty quite in school, but you’re good student,
you’ve never really been in any serious trouble.
Cole :We were supposed to draw a picture anything we wanted. I
drew a man. He got hurt in his neck by another man with a
screwdriver.
(WG-PT7)
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message. It can happen because their speech lacks specificity and conveys little
information because of over generalization.
Here is another example of weakening of goal.
Weakening of goal is illustrated when Dr. Malcolm is interested in Cole’s
statement in which he draws hanged people. He thinks that Cole gets the
inspiration by watching television. However, Cole’s answer is uncorrelated with
the question. Cole says, “Everyone got upset. They had a meeting. Mom
started crying”. Cole seems as he is explaining something, but there is no
information which answers Dr. Malcolm’s question. Cole is supposed to explain
from where he gets such inspiration.
In addition, weakening of goal appears when a schizophrenic sufferer
states unwarranted repetition of previously expressed words or ideas. The
example can be seen as follows.
The bolded sentences indicate the phenomena of weakening of goal where Cole
cannot deliver his message well. The sentence “Instead of something I want, can
Malcolm : I want you to think about what you wanna get out of our time
together what our goal should be.
Cole        : Something I want?
Malcolm : If you could change something in your life, anything at all, what
would it be?
Cole         : Instead of something I want, can it be something I don’t want?
Malcolm : Okay.
Cole : I don’t want to be scared anymore.
(WG-PT 10)
Cole        : I drew a man. He got hurt in his neck by another man with a
screwdriver.
Malcolm : You saw that on TV, Cole?
Cole        : Everyone got upset. They had a meeting. Mom started crying.
(WG-PT 8)
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it be something I don’t want?” has the same meaning, that is a wish. Actually,
Cole wants to tell Dr. Malcolm that he has a problem of trauma which causes
excessive fear. Nevertheless, the way he delivers his message is convoluted.
Therefore interlocutor finds difficulties to catch his meaning.
Usually, schizophrenic sufferers produce some words, but they are
meaningless. They think that they have delivered their message correctly. In fact,
their sentences are unclear because the message contains few adjectives, adverbs
or modifying clauses. Therefore, schizophrenic sufferers experience the symptoms
of weakening of goal because their ideas lack of normal development. This
phenomenon is found in the movie when Cole and Mr Cunningham are debating.
This situation begins when Cole gives wrong explanation about the history
of Philadelphia. He states that the school was used to hang people long time ago.
Cole : I don’t like people looking at me like that.
Mr  Cunningham : Like what?
Cole : Stop it!
Mr  Cunningham : I don’t know how else to look.
Cole : You’re stuttering Stanley!
Mr  Cunningham : Excuse me?
Cole : You talked funny when you went to school here. You
talked funny all the way to high school.
Mr  Cunningham : What?
Cole : You shouldn’t look at people. It makes them feel bad.
Mr  Cunningham : How did you-
Cole : Stop looking at me!
Mr  Cunningham : Who have you been speaking to?
Cole : Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley!
Mr  Cunningham : Stop it!
Cole : Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley!
Mr  Cunningham : Shut up, you f-f-freak!
(WG-PT 12)
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His statement makes all of the audience in class shocked including Mr
Cunningham. He looks at Cole as he has a lot of questions of Cole’s statement.
Unexpectedly, Cole gets mad. He does not like people who judge him by glaring
at him. Mr Cunningham is confused because he thinks that he does not do
anything to him. He asks Cole how else to look, but his answer does not correlate
with the question. He says, “You talked funny when you went to school here.
You talked funny all the way to high school”. There are disorders that appear to
reflect weakening of the goal of thinking such as empty speech, uninformative
generalizations and lack of elaboration of ideas. Cole does not answer Mr.
Cunningham’s question, and even he makes another statement. Another
weakening of goal is marked by repetition of words. Cole says “Stuttering
Stanley” for many times. It makes people do not understand what he is thinking
about. Therefore, they call him freak.
d. Peculiar Use of words
After poverty of speech and weakening of goal as the second rank,
peculiar use of words and perseveration of ideas come as the third rank. They also
have the same percentage of occurrences that is 3.333%. They have small
percentage because they occur once. Firstly, the researcher will explain peculiar
use of words followed by perseveration of ideas.
Actually, peculiar use of words is a common phenomenon in both normal
speech and schizophrenic speech. There are some reasons why normal people
create new words; one of the reasons is to make something new. A creator is
encouraged to produce new terms, which are imaginative, innovative, productive,
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even shocking, and amusing. For example, teenagers create slang terms from the
existing words. In this case, teenagers still use the original words, but acquire a
new meaning, which is different from its original meaning. Some of them are
constructed from the kind of colors, animals, and numbers, which are modified
into a new form, such as: black out, batty, pussy cat and seven heaven. Another
reason is to have fun or to free themselves from the ordinary rules of life.
On the other hand, people with schizophrenia do the same thing which is
creating new words. They name things or phenomena that never exist before in
their life. Usually, the new things or phenomena named by normal people are
those that exist in the real world, while for people with schizophrenia, they often
name new phenomena which are mostly influenced by either their hallucination or
delusion. While normal people think that such phenomena are disconnected from
reality, people with schizophrenia assume that the phenomena are part of their
life.  Therefore, they are not aware of their abnormalities.
In the movie, there is only one example which reveals the occurrence of
peculiar use of words. It is shown by Cole as follows.
This scene is taken in a chruch. Dr. Malcolm finds Cole playing in his pew with a
set of green and beige plastic soldiers. Cole makes the soldiers talk to each other.
He says, “Pro..fun..add”. The words are intelligible. In this example, the bolded
words represent the symptom of peculiar use of words. “Pro..fun..add” are new
words made by Cole. None can understand the meaning of those words except
Cole : Pro..fun..add
(PW-DT 1)
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him. When Dr. Malcolm asks him about the words, he replies that it is called
Latin. It is a language.
Patients with schizophrenia may use words in peculiar ways. These
disturbances in word choice are the sign of a formal thought disorder. Formal
thought disorder refers to the sort of disorganized speech which is a manifestation
of psychosis. The use of neologism, which makes up words with meanings known
only to the schizophrenic sufferer, is common as displayed by Cole.
2. Types of Schizophrenia Represented by Cole in The Sixth Sense Movie
People with schizophrenia may show a variety of symptoms. Usually the
illness develops slowly over months or even years. At first, the symptoms may not
be noticed. For example, people may feel tense, may have trouble in sleeping, or
have trouble in concentrating. They become isolated and withdrawn and they do
not make or keep friends.
The kinds of symptoms that are utilized to make a diagnosis of
schizophrenia differ among affected people and may change from one year to the
next within the same person as the disease progresses. Different types of
schizophrenia are defined according to the most significant and predominant
characteristics which present in each person at each point in time. There are five
chategories of types of schizophrenia, namely paranoid, disorganized, catatonic,
undifferentiated, and residual type.
In the movie of The sixth Sense, Cole as a schizophrenic sufferer does not
experience all the types. He shows some symptoms that refer to several types.
However the most predominant symptom is an indicator to determine the type of
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schizophrenia. There are two possible types of schizophrenia shown by Cole.
They are paranoid type and disorganized type.
a. Paranoid Type
According to data analysis in Table 2, paranoid type becomes the most-
often occurring type compared to the other types. Among 29 emergences, it
appears as often as 28 times with 96.55%. In the movie, paranoid type is formed
based on several symptoms which are categorized as signs of paranoid type. They
are poverty of speech, weakening of goal, and non-logical reasoning or peculiar
logic. Each of them has different percentage of occurrences. Poverty of speech
occurs 6 times and has 20.69%, so does weakening of goal. Then non-logical
reasoning or peculiar logic appears 16 times out of total 29. In other words, it
shows 55.17% out of 100%.
Typically, paranoid schizophrenics suffer auditory and visual
hallucinations. They often believe others plot and conspire against them or their
family members. They experience fewer issues with concentration, memory, and
emotional apathy, allowing them to function better in everyday life. However,
people with this type may be more functional in their ability to work and engage
in relationships than people with other types of schizophrenia. People with the
paranoid type may appear to lead fairly normal lives by successful management of
their disorder.
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This is an example of paranoid type.
In this example, paranoid type is revealed by Cole where he suffers delusion. A
delusion is a belief that is clearly false and that indicates an abnormality in the
affected person's content of thought. A person with delusion will hold firmly to
the belief regardless of evidence to the contrary. Delusions can be difficult to
distinguish from overvalued ideas, which are unreasonable ideas that a person
holds, but the affected person has at least some levels of doubt as to its
truthfulness. A person with delusion is absolutely convinced that the delusion is
real. The phenomenon is shown by Cole where he believes that the building was
used to hang people. Even when his teacher disproves by saying that the building
is legal, Cole still holds on his belief. He argues that the lawmakers are the ones
who hanged everybody.
Mr. Cunningham : Philadelphia is one of the oldest cities in this country. A
lot of generations have lived here and died here. Almost
any place you go in this city has a history and a story
behind it. Even this school and the grounds in sits on.
Can anyone guess what this building was used for a
hundred years ago, before you went to school here,
before I went to this school even?
Cole : (raises hand)
Mr. Cunningham : Yes, Cole.
Cole : They used to hang people here.
Mr. Cunningham : That’s not correct. Where’d you hear that?
Cole : They pulled the people in, crying and kissing their
families bye. People watching would spit at them.
Mr. Cunningham : Cole, this building was legal courthouse. Laws were
passed here. Some of the very first laws of the country.
This whole building was full of lawyers, lawmakers.
Cole : They were the one that hanged everybody.
(PL-PT11)
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Another characteristic of paranoid is that the schizophrenic sufferer runs
into hallucination. A hallucination is something that someone experiences which
is not really there. It can happen when environmental, emotional, or physical
factors such as stress, medication, extreme fatigue, or mental illness cause a
disorder in brain. The mechanism of brain which helps to distinguish conscious
perceptions internally, memory-based perceptions becomes misfire. As a result,
hallucination occurs during periods of consciousness. It can appear in the form of
visions, voices or sounds, tactile feelings (known as haptic hallucinations), smells,
or tastes.
In The Sixth Sense movie, Cole experiences visual and auditory
hallucination. Here is the example of visual hallucination.
Visual hallucination occurs when a schizophrenic sees something that other
people do not see. From the dialogue above, hallucination is illustrated by Cole’s
speech. He says that he sees dead people while he is awake. Cole explains that
they are walking around like regular people. Then Dr. Malcolm asks him how
Cole : I wanna tell you my secret now.
Malcolm : Okay.
Cole : I see dead people
Malcolm : In your dream?
Cole : (Shakes his head)
Malcolm : While you’re awake?
Cole : (nod)
Malcolm : Dead people like in grace, in coffins?
Cole : Walking around like regular people. They don’t see each
other. They only see what they wanna see. They don’t know
they’re dead.
Malcolm : How often do you see them?
Cole : All the time. They’re everywhere.
(PL-PT16)
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often he sees them. Cole replies that he sees them all the time because they are
everywhere.
The next example is auditory hallucination. It occurs when a schizophrenic
hears something though actually there is nothing. In the movie, this phenomenon
occurs when Cole comes to Derrick’s birthday.
In the dialogue above, Cole hears a man in a room. He comes closer to the room.
He hears the man say in ferocious voice. Cole does not give any response to the
man who asks him to open the door. He becomes frightened because he feels that
the man will harm him. Cole is frozen in front of the room. In fact, there is only
an empty room and no one is there.
The last example of paranoid type explains that paranoid patients feel
frightened or enraged in response to a perceived threat or a delusion of
persecution. They can be extremely hostile and guarded or exquisitely sensitive to
any perceived slight. These patients may feel convinced that they have discovered
the source of their persecution and have “caught on” to their persecution. This
phenomenon is shown by Cole when he is in school.
Man          : Is someone out there?
Cole : (silent)
Man          : Open this door, please. Come on.
Cole         : (silent)
Man         : I can’t breathe. If you can hear me, open this door. I swear
on my life I didn’t take the master’s horse.
Cole         : (still silent)
Man         : Open this house, or I’ll break through it and grab you!
(PL-PT13)
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Cole as a schizophrenic sufferer reveals a paranoid type in which he can easily get
angry. He always suspects everyone as shown in the dialogue. The dialogue is
taken in class, when he tries to explain the history of Philadelphia. Then, Mr
Cunningham disprove Cole’s statement because his explanation is wrong.
Suddenly, Cole gets mad. He feels that Mr Cunningham has judged him as if he
made big mistakes. He hates people blaming him. Mr Cunningham does not
understand him why he gets mad. In fact, he does not do anything to harm him.
He only wants to clarify that Cole’s answer is wrong. He thinks that somebody
has told him something wrong. Therefore, he gives him the correct one. However,
Cole’s response is unexpected. This phenomenon indicates the symptom that
refers to paranoid type.
Cole : I don’t like people looking at me like that.
Mr. Cunningham : Like what?
Cole : Stop it!
Mr. Cunningham : I don’t know how else to look.
Cole : You’re stuttering Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Excuse me?
Cole : You talked funny when you went to school here. You
talked funny all the way to high school.
Mr. Cunningham : What?
Cole : You shouldn’t look at people. It makes them feel
bad.
Mr. Cunningham : How did you-
Cole : Stop looking at me!
Mr. Cunningham : Who have you been speaking to?
Cole : Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Stop it!
Cole : Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Shut up, you f-f-freak!
(WG-PT12)
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Based on the result of classifying data, Cole can be diagnosed as a
paranoid sufferer. Most of the symptoms which are revealed by Cole point out to
paranoid type. Among the examples which prove Cole suffering paranoid, there is
an example that asserts his type of schizophrenia.
In this example, Dr. Malcolm analyzes that Cole has pathologisies. According his
analysis, Cole’s condition is worse than he has expected. By analyzing Cole’s
symptoms, Dr. Malcolm can conclude that Cole suffers from paranoia or
paranoid. For this situation, he has solution to Cole. He suggests Cole to take
medication or hospitalization to treat Cole’s disorder.
b. Disorganized Type
Disorganized type is characterized by incoherent and illogical thoughts
and behaviors. In other words, it can be seen in the form of disinhibited, agitated,
and purposeless behavior. The most prominent features of disorganized
schizophrenia are not delusions and hallucinations, as they are in paranoid
schizophrenia, although fragmentary delusions and hallucinations may present.
Patients with disorganized schizophrenia may also experience behavioral
disorganization, which may impair their ability to carry out daily activities.
Although the type of schizophrenia suffered by Cole is clear, there are
some symptoms that reveal the tendency of other types. One of them is symptom
Malcolm: Cole has pathologisies more severe than initially assessed. He’s
suffering from visual hallucination, paranoia. Some kind of…
school-age schizophrenia.Medication, hospitalization may be
required. And I’m not helping him.
(PL-PT 18)
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that refers to disorganized type. In the movie, this type is only revealed by
symptom of peculiar use of words which occurs one time.  This symptom belongs
to disorganized type because peculiar use of words is caused by disorganized
thought which produces unusual words that never exist in reality. This is the
example of disorganized type.
This example reveals the occurrence of disorganized type in which Cole creates
unusual words. No one can understand his words except himself. Without any
reason, he calls it Latin, a language. This uncommon train of thought indicates the
disorganized type of schizophrenia.
Cole : Pro..fun..add
(PW-DT 1)
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
Based on the results both the findings and discussion in Chapter IV, some
conclusions can be formulated as follows:
1. There are 29 occurrences of symptoms of schizophrenia. From the total
eight symptoms (poverty of speech, weakening of goal, looseness, peculiar
use of words, peculiar sentences, non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic,
perseveration of ideas, and distractibility), the findings only reveal four
symptoms. They are poverty of speech, weakening of goal, peculiar use of
words, and non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. The first most-often
appearing symptom is non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic. It occurs 16
times or 55.17% from the total of 29 occurrences. Following non-logical
reasoning, the second rank is possessed by poverty of speech and weakening
of goal. They have same occurrences; each of them appears 6 times with
percentage 20.69%. Finally, the last place is occupied by the symptom of
peculiar use of words which occurs once or 3.45%.
2. Non-logical reasoning or peculiar logic gets a greater occurrence than others
because Cole, the schizophrenic, often show his patterns of speech which do
not follow logically. He states something which never exists in reality. In
addition, poverty of speech and weakening of goal get fewer occurrences
since Cole isolates himself from social life. He gets difficulties to build a
good interaction. The last symptom which is seldom experienced by Cole is
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peculiar use of words. The symptom has small percentage because not all
meanings of Cole’s speeches are difficult to be understood. Some of them
are still understandable although the things are not real or impossible to
exist.
3. Based on the result of the data analysis, Cole can be diagnosed as a
paranoid sufferer. Most of the symptoms which are revealed by Cole point
out to paranoid type. This type is determined by the symptoms of poverty
of speech, weakening of goal and non-logical reasoning. The data show
that paranoid type becomes the dominant type. It occurs 28 times from the
total 29 occurrences.
B. Suggestions
Based on the conclusions, some suggestions are given to improve other
research under the same topic and avoid past errors. They are addressed to:
1. English Education Department
Psycholinguistics is one of the important subjects to be learned since it talks
about the relationship between language and human’s psychology. Therefore,
more time is needed for studying Psycholinguistics. The aim is to make
students understand it well and conduct advanced research. In addition, English
Education Department needs to provide more Psycholinguistics books because
there are limited references in the library. It will help students and lecturers
enrich their knowledge of Psycholinguistics.
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2. English Students
They need to explore more topics under psycholinguistic approach for their
thesis since Psycholinguistics has a wide range to be discussed. Therefore, it is
suggested that other researchers apply Psycholinguistic approach since it is still
rarely used.
3. Future Researchers
In this research, discussion of the types of schizophrenia is less detailed. There
is no specific theory which explains the features of schizophrenia types. The
future researchers can conduct research under the same topic by using other
theory which elaborates the symptoms and types of schizophrenia clearly and
does not only give general knowledge about them.
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Appendix 1. Data Findings of The Symptoms and Types of Schizophrenia Represented By Cole Sear in The Sixth Sense Movie
Notes:
PW-DT1 : Datum of peculiar use of words and Disorganized type number 1 PL : Peculiar Logic (non-logical reasoning)
WG-PT2 : Datum of weakening of goal and Paranoid type number 2 PR : Perseveration of idea
ITS : Impoverishment of thought or speech DS : Distractibility
DTL : Disorganization of thought or language PT : Paranoid type
ND : Non-specific deregulation DT : Disorganized type
Pos : Poverty of speech CT : Catatonic type
WG : Weakening of goal UT : Undifferentiated type
LS : Looseness RT : Residual type
PW : Peculiar use of words
PS : Peculiar sentences
NO. CODE DATA
THE SYMPTOMS OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA
THE TYPES OF
SCHIZOPRENIA EXPLANATIONITS DTL ND
PT DT CT UT RTPoS WG LS PW PS PL PR DS
1 PW-DT 1 Church - Day
Cole : Pro..fun..add
  The bolded words represent
the occurence of peculiar use
word (PW). In this case, Cole
plays his set of green and
beige plastics soldiers. He
makes the soldiers talking
each others. However the
words which are spoken are
intelligible. It belongs to
disorganized type of
schizophrenia since Cole
creates his own words.
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NO. CODE DATA
THE SYMPTOMS OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA
THE TYPES OF
SCHIZOPRENIA EXPLANATIONITS DTL ND
PT DT CT UT RTPoS WG LS PW PS PL PR DS
Therefore, common people
are difficult to understand his
speech.
2 PoS-PT 2 Church – Day
Malcom   : All your soldier speak
Latin?
Cole          : Just one
  Cole’s answer indicates
delusion. He believes his
soldier can speak Latin even
toys. Therefore the symptom
belongs to paranoid type.
Then the bolded words show
the occurrence of poverty of
speech. He speaks only when
he is prompted. Moreover, he
gives a brief answer.
Normally, he will elaborate
his explanation.
3 PoS-PT 3 Lynn         : Cole. Cole!
Cole          : (No response)
Lynn           :  Hey, your Cocoa
Puffs are getting’
soggy.
Cole            : (He shows his poker
face)
Lynn           :  Let me see you. Oh,
honey, you got a spot.
Head up. Okay, here
we go.
Cole          : (Looks around
  One of characteristics of
paranoid type is poverty of
speech. It is represented by
Cole when he will go to
school. His mother, Lynn,
tries to build conversation
with Cole. However, he only
speaks few words with a flat
expression.   His mother
hopes that he will tell her
anything that he wants to
speak up.
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NO. CODE DATA
THE SYMPTOMS OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA
THE TYPES OF
SCHIZOPRENIA EXPLANATIONITS DTL ND
PT DT CT UT RTPoS WG LS PW PS PL PR DS
sharply)
Lynn        : Something you were
looking for, baby?
Cole         : Pop tarts?
Lynn        :  There are right here.
Cole        : Oh.
4 PoS-PT 4 Home - Afternoon
Lynn      :  Hey, baby. How was
your day?
Cole       : (Silent)
Lynn      :  Hmm? You know, you
can tell me things if you
need to.
Cole       : (Silent)
  This dialogue reveals the
occurrence of the poverty of
speech in which Cole has
difficulty to build a good
conversation. He still keeps
silent when his mother asks
him. This symptom belongs
to paranoid type.
5 PL-PT 5 Home - Afternoon
Lynn      : Well, you know what I
did today? I, uh, I won
the Pennsylvania
Lottery in the morning,
I quit my jobs, and I ate
a big picnic in the park
with lots of chocolate
mousse pie. And I
swam in the fountain all
afternoon. What’d you
do?
Cole        : I was picked first for
  The bolded sentences reveal
the emergence of non-logical
reasoning (peculiar logic).
Cole’s answer seems related
to Lynn’s question.
However, his story does not
happen in reality; he creates
it based on his imagination.
In fact, his friends avoid him.
He is always alone in  class.
Thus, the symptom belongs
to paranoid type.
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NO. CODE DATA
THE SYMPTOMS OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA
THE TYPES OF
SCHIZOPRENIA EXPLANATIONITS DTL ND
PT DT CT UT RTPoS WG LS PW PS PL PR DS
kick ball teams at
recess. I hit a grand
slam to win the game.
Everybody lifted me
up, on their shoulders
and carried me
around, cheering.
6 PoS-PT 6 Home - Afternoon
Malcolm : Hi. Wanna sit?
Cole        : (Silent)
Malcolm : Don’t feel like talking
today?
Cole        : (Shakes his head) No.
Malcolm : Wanna play a game?
Cole        : (Looks at Malcolm)
Malcolm : It’s a mindreading game.
Here’s how it works. I
read your mind. If I say
is right, you take one
step towards the chair.
If what I say is wrong,
you take one step back
towards the doorway. If
you reach the chair, you
sit down. If you reach
the door, you can go.
Wanna play?
  In this case, Cole reveals the
symptom of poverty of
speech which refers to
paranoid type. It can be seen
from Cole’s responses. Dr.
Malcolm tries to make an
interactive conversation, but
Cole does not want to talk
anymore. He answers Dr.
Malcolm through his body
language. He shakes his head
as the answer of “no”. Then,
he looks Dr. Malcolm deeply
as a sign that he wants to
know the game. Finally, he
nods his head that it means
an agreement.
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Cole       : (Nods)
7 WG-PT7 Home - Afternoon
Malcolm : You keep pretty quite in
school, but you’re good
student, you’ve never
really been in any
serious trouble.
Cole        :We were supposed to
draw a picture
anything we wanted. I
drew a man. He got
hurt in his neck by
another man with a
screwdriver.
  The bolded sentences show
the emergence of weakening
of goal which belongs to
paranoid type. It happens
when Cole tries to respond
Malcolm’s statement.
Actually, he wants to tell
something under his
sentences. However his
response does not have any
correlation with Malcolm’s
statement.
8 WG-PT8 Home - Afternoon
Cole        : I drew a man. He got
hurt in his neck by
another man with a
screwdriver.
Malcolm : You saw that on TV,
Cole?
Cole        : Everyone got upset.
They had a meeting.
Mom started crying.
  The bolded sentences reveal
the occurrence of weakening
of goal since Cole’s answer
does not have correlation
with Malcolm’s question.
This symptom belongs to
paranoid type.
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9 WG-PT9 Den - Afternoon
Malcolm : So your dad lives in
Pittburgh with a lady
that works in a
tollbooth?
Cole        : I wonder if she has to
pee when she’s
working
  This dialogue indicates the
symptom of weakening of
goal which refers to paranoid
type. Cole does not give the
correct answers to Malcoml’s
question. He makes another
statement which is not
related to Malcolm’s
question.  In fact, he only
needs to answer “yes or no”.
10 WG-PT10 Den - Afternoon
Malcolm : I want you to think about
what you wanna get out
of our time together
what our goal should
be.
Cole        : Something I want?
Malcolm : If you could change
something in your life,
anything at all, what
would it be?
Cole         : Instead of something I
want, can it be
something I don’t
want?
Malcolm : Okay.
Cole : I don’t want to be
  The bolded sentences
indicate phenomenon of
weakening of goal where
Cole cannot deliver his
message well. Actually the
sentence “Instead of
something I want, can it be
something I don’t want?” has
the same meaning that it is a
wish. From the conversation,
Cole suffers paranoid since
he feels afraid extremely.
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scared anymore.
11 PL-PT11 Classroom - Day
Mr. Cunningham : Philadelphia is
one of the oldest cities
in this country. A lot of
generations have lived
here and died here.
Almost any place you
go in this city has a
history and a story
behind it. Even this
school and the grounds
in sits on. Can anyone
guess what this
building was used for
a hundred years ago,
before you went to
school here, before I
went to this school
even?
Cole        : (raises hand)
Mr. Cunningham : Yes, Cole.
Cole        : They used to hang
people here.
Mr. Cunningham : That’s not
correct. Where’d you
  This dialogue reveals the
occurrence of peculiar logic
or non-logical reasoning. It is
shown when Mr
Cunningham explains the
history of Philadelphia. He
wants his students guess the
function of their school in the
past time. Then, Cole
answers that the building was
used to hang people. Cole
answers the question, but the
answer cannot be accepted in
logical thinking. Therefore,
this phenomenon indicates
the symptom of non-logical
reasoning or peculiar logic
which refers to paranoid
type.
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hear that?
Cole        : They pulled the people
in, crying and kissing
their families bye.
People watching
would spit at them.
Mr. Cunningham : Cole, this
building was legal
courthouse. Laws were
passed here. Some of
the very first laws of the
country. This whole
building was full of
lawyers, lawmakers.
Cole        : They were the one that
hanged everybody.
12 WG-PT12 Classroom - Day
Cole        : I don’t like people
looking at me like that.
Mr. Cunningham : Like what?
Cole        : Stop it!
Mr. Cunningham : I don’t know
how else to look.
Cole        : You’re stuttering
Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Excuse me?
Cole        : You talked funny when
  This dialogue shows the
occurrence of weakening of
goal. It indicates a lack of
drive in thinking that
manifests in lack of normal
elaboration of ideas. In this
example, Cole does not give
clear explanation to Mr
Cunningham’s question until
Mr Cunningham calls him
“freak”.  He states other topic
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you went to school
here. You talked
funny all the way to
high school.
Mr. Cunningham : What?
Cole       : You shouldn’t look at
people. It makes them
feel bad.
Mr. Cunningham : How did you-
Cole       : Stop looking at me!
Mr. Cunningham : Who have you
been speaking to?
Cole      : Stuttering Stanley!
Stuttering Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Stop it!
Cole      : Stuttering Stanley!
Stuttering Stanley!
Mr. Cunningham : Shut up, you f-f-
freak!
to answers the question. It
belongs to paranoid type
because he acts as the normal
people but the way he
thinking is peculiar for
normal people.
13 PoS-PT13 Derrick’s House - Day
(Cole hears a man speaking
indistinctly in a empty room)
Man          : Is someone out there?
Cole          : (silent)
Man          : open this door, please.
Come on.
Cole         : (silent)
  This dialogue shows the
occurrence the symptom of
poverty of speech in which
Cole does not give any
response to the man. He
walks to the man without any
sound. It is included paranoid
type because it reveals the
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Man         : I can’t breathe. If you
can hear me, open this
door. I swear on my life
I didn’t take the
master’s horse.
Cole         : (still silent)
Man         : Open this house, or I’ll
break through it and
grab you!
phenomenon of auditory
hallucination. Cole hears a
man speaking in a room,
however there is nobody. It is
only an empty room.
14 PoS-PT 14 Derrick’s House - Day
(Tommy and Derrick come to Cole)
Cole        : Happy birthday, Derrick.
(Cole looks at the room
in which he heard
someone there)
Tommy   : What’s happen Cole?
Cole        : Nothing
Tommy  : Is there somethin’ you
want to see there?
Cole       : No.
  In this dialogue, Tommy
looks at Cole as he gets fear.
Tommy wants Cole sharing
his anxiety.  . However, Cole
just gives a brief answer in a
soft voice. Thus, it makes
Tommy and Derrick become
confused. The situation
reveals the symptom that
indicates paranoid type.
15 PL-PT 15 Derrick’s House - Day
(Tommy and Derrick bring Cole
into the room. They close the door.
Cole screams hysterically)
Cole   : No! No! No! Please Help
me!
Lynn : Cole? (She walks to the
  In this part, Cole reveals the
symptom of peculiar logic in
which he reacts something
hysterically. He thinks that
someone will endanger his
life. In fact, there is nothing
inside the room except a
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room)
Cole  : Help me! Help! Help
Lynn : Oh my God! Cole!
(Suddenly, the door is
unlooked. Lynn reaches in
and pulls out Cole. He is
unconscious)
couple packing boxes in the
back. Therefore, the
phenomenon belongs to
paranoid type because he
suffers delusion.
16 PL-PT 16 Hospital Room - Night
Cole      : I wanna tell you my
secret now.
Malcolm: Okay.
Cole       : I see dead people
Malcolm: In your dream?
Cole       : (Shakes his head)
Malcolm: While you’re awake?
Cole       : (nod)
Malcolm: Dead people like in
grace, in coffins?
Cole       :Walking around like
regular people. They
don’t see each other.
They only see what they
wanna see. They don’t
know they’re dead.
Malcolm: How often do you see
them?
Cole       : All the time. They’re
  This dialogue reveals the
occurence of the symptom
peculiar logic in which Cole
says that he can see dead
people walking around like
regular people. It can be
received logically. It
indicates phenomena of
visual hallucination. Thus
this type belongs to paranoid.
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everywhere.
17 PL-PT 17 Street Corner - Night
Malcolm: Cole has pathologisies
more severe than initially
assessed. He’s suffering
from visual
hallucination, paranoia.
Some kind of… school-
age schizophrenia.
Medication,
hospitalization may be
required. And I’m not
helping him.
  Malcolm analyzes Cole’s
condition. He concludes that
Cole suffers visual
hallucination, paranoid. The
symptom is included peculiar
logic because Cole suffers
illogical thinking.
18 PL-PT 18 Kitchen-Night
Cole stares at the back of a person
cooking food on stove.
Cole      : Mama?
The person turns. She isn’t Lynn.
She is a strange woman. The
woman’s face is demented. A
purple gash cuts across her
forehead.
Woman : No, dinner is not ready!
What are you gonna
do? You can’t hurt me
  The dialogue shows the
symptom of non-logical
reasoning or peculiar logic
because Cole experiences
visual hallucination. In the
kitchen, he looks a strange
woman whose face is
demented. The woman really
gets mad and wants to catch
Cole. In fact, there is nobody
because Cole only live with
her mother and she is
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anymore! Neddy! You
are a terrible husband,
Neddy! Look what you
made me do! Neddy!
Cole runs to his room
sleeping in her room.
19 PL-PT 19 School corridor- afternoon
(Cole and Malcolm walk down an
empty hall. Malcolm stops at the
sets of the doors at the end of the
hall. He realizes that Cole is no
longer next to him. Malcolm turns
to find Cole who freezes about ten
feet back.)
Malcolm: What’s wrong?
Cole points the doors
Malcolm: Is something up there?
I don’t see anything.
Cole      : Be still real. Sometimes
you feel it inside. Like
you’re falling down real
fast, but you’re really
just standing still. You
ever feel the prickly
things on the back of
your neck?
Malcolm: Yes.
Cole       : And the tiny hairs on
  In this dialogue, Cole reveals
the symptom of peculiar
logic because he experiences
visual hallucination. He
points out the door and tells
Malcolm that there are dead
people. They are hanged by
someone. However, Malcolm
does not see them except a
set of doors.
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your arm, you know,
when they stand up?
Malcolm: Yes
Cole       : That’s them. When
they get mad, it gets
cold.
Malcolm: I don’t see anything.
Are you sure they are
there? Cole?
Cole      : Please make them leave.
Malcolm: I’m workin’ on it. Come
on.
20 WG-PT 20 Kitchen-Night
Lynn     : I saw what was in your
bureau drawer when I
was cleaning. Got
something you want to
confess?
Cole      : (Silent)
Lynn     : Hmm? The bumblebee
pendant? Why do you
keep taking it?
Cole      : (Sill keeps silent)
Lynn     : It was Grandma’s. You
know, what if it broke?
  This dialogue reveals the
symptom of weakening of
goal. It can be seen when
Cole’s mother asks him to
confirm his reason why he
moved bumblebee pendant.
Cole does not answer it. He
says another statement which
is not related to his mother’s
question. This symptom
belongs to Paranoid type.
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You know how sad I’d
be.
Cole     : You’d cry ‘cause you
miss Granma so much.
21 PL-PT 21 Kitchen-night
Cole    : Sometimes people think
they lose things, and
they really didn’t lose
them—it just gets
moved
Lynn   : So, did you move the
bumblebee pendant?
Cole    : (Shake)
Don’t get mad.
Lynn   :Maybe someone came in
our house, took the
bumblebee pendant out
of my closet and placed
it nicely in the drawer.
Cole      :Maybe
Lynn     : God, I’m so tired, Cole.
I’m tired in my body, I’m
tired in my mind, I’m
tired in my heart. I need
some help.
  Cole tries to explain his
mother that he did not move
the bumblebee pendant, but
someone did. It is impossible
because no one is in his
house except Cole and his
mother. This phenomenon
belongs to peculiar logic,
paranoid type.
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22 PL-PT 22 Cole’s room – Night
Boy     : Cole on… I’ll show you
where my dad keeps his gun…
Come on.
(Cole is too terrified to move)
  This situation draws the
symptom of peculiar logic
when Cole suffers visual
hallucination. He see a boy
whose head is injured. The
boy enters Cole’s room. For
normal people, it is lack of
logic. This symptom belongs
to paranoid type.
23 PL-PT 23 Den-Afternoon
Malcom: I can’t be your doctor
anymore. I know two
psychologists.
Cole     : Don’t fail me. Don’t give
up. You’re the only one
who can help me, I know
it.
Malcolm: I can’t help you.
Someone else can help
you.
Cole      : You believe me, right?
Dr. Crowe, you believe
my secret, right?
Malcolm: I don’t know to answer
that, Cole.
Cole      : How can You help me if
you don’t believe me?
  In this dialogue, Cole asks
Dr. Malcolm whether he
believes his secret or not.
However, Malcolm is hard to
say the truth. Actually,
Cole’s problem is just
happen in his mind. In the
reality is nothing. Therefore,
Cole is indicated paranoid
type based on the type of
peculiar logic.
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Some magic’s real.
24 PL-PT 24 Church- Late Afternoon
Malcolm: What do you think
these ghosts want when
they talk to you? I want
you to think about it,
Cole. I want you to
think about it really
carefully. What do you
think they want?
Cole       : Just help.
Malcolm: that’s right. That’s what
I think too. They just
want help, even the scary
ones. I think I might
know a way to make
them go away.
Cole      : How?
Malcolm: Listen to them.
Cole     :What if they don’t want
help? What if they’re
just angry and they just
want to hurt somebody?
Malcolm: I don’t think that’s the
way it works.
Cole     : How do you know for
  The dialogue shows the
symptoms of peculiar logic
since Cole can see dead
people. In this part, Dr.
Malcolm offers a solution for
Cole’s problem. When Cole
can talk to ghosts, Malcolm
wants Cole to do something
for them and helps them.
Thus, it can be concluded
that Cole suffers visual and
auditory hallucination in
which he can see and hear
dead people talking. This
phenomenon refers to
paranoid type.
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sure?
Malcolm: I don’t.
25 PL-PT 25 Cole’s Bedroom-Night
(Cole sees a girl in his tent. He is
really afraid, but he tries to listen to
her.)
Girl : I’m feeling much better
now.
Cole : Do you want to tell me
something?
  This dialogue reveals the
symptom of peculiar logic
because Cole suffers visual
hallucination. He thinks that
a girl comes to him and asks
his help. The girl had died.
This situation can be
received for normal people.
Therefore Cole belongs to
paranoid type of
schizophrenia.
26 PL-PT 26 Prop Room- Afetrnoon
A woman: I think that’s enought.
That’s enought makeup.
Cole        : Okay
(Suddenly, Mr Cunningham enters
to the room)
Mr. Cunningham: They’re calling
stable boy.
A woman: We have to hurry!
Cole        : Okay.
Mr. Cunningham:Who were you
talking to?
Cole        : Just practicing my lines.
  One of symptom which
indicates paranoid type is
peculiar logic or non-logical
reasoning. It can happen
when normal people see
schizophrenic sufferer
talking alone.  It happens
because schizophrenic
sufferer thinks that he or she
talks to someone.  This
condition is revealed by
Cole. Mr. Cunningham hears
Cole talking, but there is only
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Cole.
27 PL-PT 27 Car - Late Afternoon
Cole       : Do you know the
accident up there?
Lynn      : Yeah
Cole       : Someone got hurt.
Lynn      : They did?
Cole       : A lady. She died
Lynn      : Oh my God. What, you
can see her?
Cole       : Yes
Lynn      : Where is she?
Cole       : Standing next to my
window.
  The phenomenon indicates
the symptom of peculiar
logic when Cole says that he
can see dead people, while
his mother does not see
anything. It belongs to
paranoid type.
28 PL-PT 28 Car - Late Afternoon
Lynn     : Cole, you’re scaring me.
Cole      : They scare me too
sometimes.
Lynn     : They?
Cole      : Ghosts.
Lynn     : You see ghosts, Cole?
Cole     : They want me to do
some things for them.
Lynn    : They talk to you? They
  Peculiar logic happens when
schizophrenic sufferer says
something illogically like
Cole. He tells to his mother
that he can see and talk to
ghosts.  He also tells that one
of them has hurt him.
Therefore he is categorized
paranoid.
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tell you to do things?
Cole     : They’re the ones that
used to hurt me.
29 PL-PT 29 Car-Late Afternoon
Cole    : Grandma comes to visit
me sometimes.
Lynn   : Cole, That’s very wrong.
Grandma’s gone, you
know that.
Cole    : I know.
  This dialogue shows the
occurrence of peculiar logic
which refers to paranoid
type. Cole’s mother says that
he has a wrong thinking. His
mother had gone. She was
never come again.
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